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Introduction

The Department of Interior Bureau of Land Management (BLM) manages almost
one-eighth of the land area of the United States, primarily in the eleven western states and
A laska.1 These lands, some 269 million acres, while often thought of as barren desert
wastes, encompass astonishing beauty and diversity.2 The BLM lands, due to their
anonymity, remain unknown to many people, even those who travel the West frequently.
On maps where the National Forests are shown in green and the National Parks in pink, the
BLM lands appear as vast blank spaces. The more curious travelers who venture onto
BLM lands often find sights that rival or surpass those found within the Parks and Forests.
The BLM is increasingly in the spotlight as its lands are being discovered and used by
many people, whether for backpacking, off-road vehicle travel, hunting, or wildlife
viewing. Often these increased uses conflict with traditional extractive uses such as
mining, grazing or timber cutting, challenging the BLM to meet the needs of diverse public
land users.
In 1976 Congress recognized the growth in use of the BLM lands and resultant
conflicts and passed the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) in order to
establish a firm basis for BLM management of the vast public domain.3 FLPMA, often
referred to as the BLM ’s organic act, establishes a statutory mission for the BLM and
provides both broad guidance and specific instruction to the BLM on how it shall manage
the public lands.4 FLPMA includes thirteen statements of policy regarding the management
of public lands. One of those policy statements recognizes the existence of areas of critical

California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho,
Utah.
2BLM. 1992. Public land statistics 1991. Volume 176. United States Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. September 1992.
3Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,43 United States Code 1701.
C oggins, G.C., C.F. Wilkinson, and J.D. Leshy. 1993. Federal public land and resources law. Third
edition. The Foundation Press, Westbury, NY. Page 9.
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Figure 1.1
Lands managed by the BLM in the 11 western states
Source: BLM 1986. Managing the Nation’s public lands. Washington Office, Washington, D.C. January
31, 1987. Page 49.
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environmental concern, where according to Congress “special management attention is
required ... to protect and prevent irreparable damage to important historic, cultural, or
scenic values, fish and wildlife resources or other natural systems or processes, or to
protect life and safety from natural hazards.”5 Thus Congress recognized the existence of
many special places on the BLM lands and the corresponding need for especially careful
stewardship of these places. Some 580 of these special places are now recognized as Areas
of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs) due to their historic, biologic, or scenic
importance.
Among the thirteen policy statements in FLPMA is the requirement that “regulations
and plans for the protection of public land areas of critical environmental concern be
promptly developed.”6 In Section 202(c)(3), FLPMA also states: “In the development and
revision of land use plans, the Secretary shall— ... (3) give priority to the designation and
protection of areas of critical environmental concern.”7 With this Act, Congress clearly and
emphatically instructed the Secretary of Interior, through the BLM, to establish a new land
designation -th e Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC)—and to give priority to
the protection of areas so designated. While other agencies have similar designations, such
as Research Natural Areas and Habitat Conservation Areas in the Forest Service, ACECs
are unique to the BLM. Since 1976 the ACEC program has progressed fitfully from
confusion to reluctance, and now to acceptance and implementation (albeit inconsistent) by
the BLM.8 Acceptance of the ACEC mandate is indicated by the rapidly increasing number
of ACECs in the past few years as compared to the slow designation of areas in the years
immediately following enactment of FLPMA ( see Table 1.1.) Moreover, ACECs were not
listed in Public Land Statistics, an annual BLM publication, until 1986.

5 FLPMA, Sec. 103(a).
6 FLPMA, Sec. 102 (a) 11.
7FLPMA, Sec. 202(c)(3).
8See generally Campbell, F.T. and J.H. Wald. 1989. Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: Promise
vs. Reality. Natural Resource Defense Council, Washington, D.C.; and Callison, C.H. and A.P. Tobin,
1986. Areas of critical environmental concern on the public lands. Part II Record of performance by the
Bureau of Land Management. Public Lands Institute, Washington, D.C. 65 pages.

The initial difficulties of designation have been largely resolved, and there are now
hundreds of ACECs in the West. The diversity they encompass is impressive, including

Table 1.1
ACECs designated 1977-1993
Year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

ACECs designated
0*
0*
0*
6*
68*
82*
114*
166*
206*
256§
281§
358§
429§
448§
484§
525#
580+

Sources:§ BLM 1986-1992. Public land statistics.
* Callison, C.H. and A.P. Tobin. 1986.
Areas of critical
environmental concern on the public lands. Part II Record of
performance by the Bureau of Land Management. Public Lands
Institute, Washington, D.C.
# BLM. 1992. Managing the Nation’s public lands. January 31, 1992.
Washington, D.C.
+ BLM. 1994. ACEC Status report as of February 17, 1994. Provided
to the author by Jordon Pope, Acting Chief, Planning and
Environmental Coordination, Washington Office.

desert tortoise habitat, salt flats, archaeological sites, and unique geological formations.
ACECs contain some of the most significant natural features on the nation's public lands.
It is important now, more than 15 years later, to look at the achievements and weaknesses
of the ACEC program because mere designation of an ACEC does not guarantee protection
of the resources within it. Instead, management of the area once designated is the critical
factor in achieving effectiveness in resource stewardship. ACECs do not imply any
particular type of management, in contrast, for example, with the statutory requirements for

5
restrictive management created by the Wilderness Act.9 In fact it was to provide flexibility,
yet ensure careful and attentive management, that Congress created the ACEC
designation.10 Legal scholars confirm this interpretation: “An ACEC designation is ...
quite open-ended and flexible both in the purpose of the designation ... and the
management restrictions that might flow from such a designation the definition referring
only to ‘special management attention’).”11
ACECs are recognized by environmental groups as a potentially progressive
management tool to achieve conservation goals on the BLM lands.12 The BLM also
recognizes ACECs as an important component of their management system. In a report on
biological diversity on Federal lands, the BLM acknowledges the role of ACECs: “Land
use plans also address special or unique habitats, providing protection to flora and fauna,
while maintaining the multiple use concept through designation of Areas of critical
environmental concern.... Such designations focus management attention on these areas to
assure that their unique values are maintained, while also allowing for the multiple use
management of the areas.” 13 Through the ACEC mandate, Congress provided the BLM
authority to address serious resource conflicts in new ways. FLPMA does not merely offer
ACECs as a possible protective device, but requires ACECs to be designated and protected.
The ACEC provision of FLPMA is important because it is not discretionary—designation
and protection of ACECs are required.14 The intent is to recognize the need for special
m anagement and allow for flexibility in devising protective measures.

However,

9See generally Hendee, J.C., G.H. Stankey, and R.C. Lucas. 1990. Wilderness management. North
American Press, Golden, Colorado.
10United States Senate. 1976. Senate report 94-583. Washington, D.C. Page 43.
1hog g in s, G.C., C.F. Wilkinson, and J.D. Leshy. 1993. Federal public land and resources law. Third
edition. The Foundation Press, Westbury, NY. Page 752.
12 The NRDC, in addition to numerous other groups, have supported in principle the designation of
ACECs. The National Parks and Conservation Association is also a vocal advocate of ACECs, particularly
in areas adjacent to National Parks in Utah.
13The Keystone Center. 1991. Final consensus report of the Keystone policy dialogue on biological
diversity on Federal lands. Keystone, Colorado. April 1991. Page 51.
14BLM. 1992. BLM Manual 1611- Resource Planning Guidance. Utah State Office, SaltLake City.
Issued 7-31-92. ACEC guidance located at 1611.72.
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designation of ACECs is not flexible; all areas that meet the “relevance and importance”
criteria are to be designated. Other designations used by the BLM, such as Outstanding
Natural Area or Special Recreation Management Area, are applied as desired to recognize
an outstanding feature or to facilitate planning, but are not derived from Congressional
direction and therefore lack the authority of the ACEC provision. ACECs must be
considered and documented throughout the planning process.15 (See Appendix A for a
brief overview of the BLM’s planning system.) Pressure from environmental groups and
progress in resource management plan (RMP) development by the BLM have resulted in
the designation of 580 ACECs nationwide by 1993, which covered more than 8,259,212
acres.16
However, focusing attention on an area is not enough. ACECs are designated in
the BLM's resource management plans, which "provide an agreement between the
government and citizens on how the public lands and resources will be managed, allocated,
and used."17 In effect, the designation of ACECs is a promise to manage certain areas with
above average care. What then are these promises, and are they being fulfilled?
Because merely naming an area an ACEC does not prevent irreparable degradation
to the area, several questions emerge: How is the BLM managing ACECs? Is the ACEC
designation being appropriately applied and effectively used to protect the many special
places on public land? It is critical to examine the performance of ACECs because there are
so many places on the public lands deserving special attention and protection. This study is
not merely an esoteric exercise to determine the BLM’s compliance with congressional
directives, but an essential evaluation of the ACEC program. If ACEC designation and
management cannot protect special places on public lands, it is time to shift our attention
and efforts to some other strategy or agency that can succeed in doing so.

1543 CFR 1610.7-2.
16BLM. 1994. ACEC Status report as of February 17, 1994. Division of Planning and Environmental
Coordination, Washington Office. Acreage data 1991.
17BLM. 1989. San Juan proposed resource management plan. Moab District, Moab, Utah. April 1989.
Foreword.
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Project overview
This paper assesses the effectiveness of BLM management in protecting the
resources contained in five Utah ACECs. The project evaluates the BLM's primary
protective designation established by a direct mandate from Congress. At issue is not the
BLM's willingness to designate ACECs, but the results of ten years of ACEC management
in Utah. In short, is the BLM protecting the resources contained within areas they have
designated as ACECs? Is the ACEC program fulfilling the goals set by Congress and
complying with national and state level policies? This study examines the characteristics of
the five ACECs, the use conflicts affecting these areas, the measures proposed by the BLM
to protect them, and the results of these actions. In order to address these questions I
conducted on-site examinations of actions taken to protect each area, reviewed relevant
management documents, and met with BLM personnel.
In Utah there are currently 43 designated ACECs totaling 913,690 acres with 25
additional units totaling 397,086 acres proposed for designation in the RMP development
process.18 More units are likely to be proposed and designated in Resource Areas that have
not yet initiated the plan development process. My rationale for selecting Utah as the study
area is based on the diversity of BLM holdings in Utah, the number of conflicting land
uses, the possible animosity of the BLM and public toward ACEC management, and my
personal familiarity and interest in the area. The first ACECs in Utah were designated in
1982. Several areas were added during the mid-eighties, and many more were designated
in 1991.

This diversity provides the opportunity to analyze the development and

implementation of ACEC management in older units as well as offering comparison to
more recent additions. I selected five areas that represent potentially important variables in
ACEC effectiveness: length of designation; type of resource; administrative location; size;

18BLM. 1993. BLM Utah Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs). Utah State Office, Salt
Lake City. July 1993.
This document is attached in appendix B.
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Figure 1.2
Designated and proposed ACECs in Utah as of 1992
Source: BLM 1992. Areas of critical environmental concern, designated and proposed. Summary status
sheet. State Office, Salt Lake City. July 1992. Attached map.
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9
and type of planning for management of the area. These variables have been raised by
other authors as important factors in influencing ACEC effectiveness.19
The methods I used to answer the above questions center on three issues: 1) the
adequacy of management plans; 2) the implementation of the plans; and 3) the
consequences of implementation. In other words, is what the BLM promised to do when
designating the ACECs adequate to provide for its protection? Has the BLM done at least
what they promised to do to protect the ACECs? Based on what the BLM has (or has not)
done, what is the condition of the ACECs? To answer these questions for the five study
sites, I obtained all pertinent management documents and met with the BLM employees
most directly responsible for activities on the ACECs. After these meetings I then visited
each ACEC to evaluate the implementation of proposed activities, to determine whether all
apparent needs are being addressed, and to assess the general condition of the areas. I also
obtained, when available, baseline information reflecting the condition of the areas prior to
designation. Finally, I attempted to contact all groups who expressed an interest in
management of the five case study ACECs. The Methodology section on page 19 provides
further detail of the study.

19Campbell, F.T. and J.H. Wald. 1989. Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: Promise vs. Reality.
Natural Resource Defense Council, Washington, D.C.
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ACEC Regulations and policies

FLPMA
Several documents guide BLM management of ACECs. The original source is the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) and related House and Senate
reports. The Senate report on FLPMA emphasizes that ACECs are not analogous to
wilderness areas. ACECs “are not necessarily areas in which no development can occur.
Quite often, limited development when wisely planned and properly managed, can take
place in these areas without unduly risking life or safety or permanent damage to historic,
cultural or scenic values or natural systems or processes.”20 According to the Senate the
purpose of ACECs is to insure “that the most environmentally important and fragile lands
will be given special, early attention and protection.” It is BLM compliance with this
directive that this paper attempts to review.

BLM Regulations
FLPMA does not provide detailed guidance on ACECs: a total of three sentences
apply to ACECs. Under FLPMA, the BLM developed regulations codified in the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR). The portions pertaining to ACECs are 43 CFR 1702(a) and 43
CFR 1610.7-2. Section 1702(a) repeats the definition of ACEC provided by Congress in
Section 103(a) of FLPMA. In Section 1610.7-2 the main emphasis is on designation of
the areas and required attributes of ACECs. The CFR explains the criteria for consideration
when evaluating potential ACECs: 1) relevance and 2) importance. Relevance as defined
by the BLM means "there shall be present a significant historic, cultural, or scenic value; a
fish or wildlife resource or other natural system or process; or natural hazard."21 In other
words, there must be something to protect. Importance is defined as the possession of any

20United States Senate. 1976. Senate report 94-583. Washington, D.C. Page 43.
2143 CFR 1610.7-2(a)(l).
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of the above of “substantial significance and values...of more than local significance and
special worth, consequence, meaning, distinctiveness or cause for concern.”22 The only
other provision in the CFR requires that general management practices and uses must be
identified when designating the ACEC: “The approved plan shall include the general
management practices and uses, including mitigating measures, identified to protect [the]
designated ACEC.”23
The CFR is then developed into a form used by Bureau employees as a daily
reference known as the BLM Manual. The BLM Manual section on ACEC policy is
Section 1613 and runs 22 pages in length. Again, emphasis is on identifying potential
ACECs, documenting them in the planning process, and designating ACECs. Policy for
m anaging ACECs is discussed in subsection 1613.6.

There are, however, several

important statements in other parts of Section 1613.
The objectives of the ACEC program are stated in BLM Manual Section 1613.01.
ACEC designation “indicates to the public that the BLM recognizes that an area has
significant values and has established special management measures to protect these
values.” Further, the section states, “designation may support a funding priority.” Exactly
what this statement is supposed to mean is unclear. Apparently ACECs may justify
expenditures beyond the minimum, but not necessarily. Here the BLM diverges from
Congressional direction that the BLM “shall give priority to the designation and protection
of ACECs.”24 Note the appearance of the discretionary “may” in place of the mandatory
“shall”. Without a funding priority, protection of the ACECs becomes difficult, as pointed
out by several of the BLM personnel contacted for this study.
Section 1613 emphasizes the importance of management prescriptions: “Protection
is afforded by implementing management prescriptions set forth in the approved RMP or
plan amendment.” Therefore, it is essential to review the contents of the RMP or plan

2243 CFR 1610.7-2(a)(2).
2343 CFR 1610.7-2(b).
24FLPMA, Sec. 202(c)(3).
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amendment to determine the relevance of prescribed actions and to examine the degree of
their implementation. Since BLM policy logically emphasizes implementation of protective
actions, not merely designating the area or proposing actions, it makes sense to examine in
depth the activities undertaken to protect each ACEC. This is the focus of this paper: to
evaluate the effectiveness of ACEC management by examining the measures proposed and
assessing the manner of implementation. This essentially constitutes a determination of
whether the BLM is in compliance with their policy. The manual further states, “Followup monitoring is essential for ensuring the protection of ACEC values and resources.”
Therefore I also considered the BLM’s monitoring of each ACEC.
Manual Section 1613.62 contains an important and surprising provision: “[Ajctivity
plans for ACECs are not required.” The manual explains that the requirement to identify
management practices for the ACEC when designating it negates the need for activity plans
in many cases. The basis for this policy is the idea that the RMP or amendment provides
sufficient management guidance and more detailed plans are not required. (Again, see
Appendix A for an overview of BLM planning procedures.) Two of the five case studies
have activity plans, while the other three are presently guided by the RMP or RMP
amendment.
Finally, Section 1613.63 reiterates the importance of monitoring: “ [C]areful
monitoring is critical....” ACECs are assumed by definition to be sensitive and require
regular, systematic monitoring.
A major shortcoming of the ACEC program is its lack of independent budget.
While BLM policy states “designation may support a funding priority,” as noted above,
ACECs are not distinguished from any other BLM program in the budget system. The
BLM assigns each ACEC to a “primary benefiting program,” such as range, cultural
resources, or recreation. Funding must then come through the normal channels used for
that program. As Campbell and Williams (1988) note, “most of these activities, such as

13
recreation, cultural, and wildlife, are already strapped for funds, and little priority is given
to ACECs in day-to-day operations.”25

Supplementary Regulations
The Utah State office also provides guidance on ACEC management in a
supplement to the M anual.26 While only two paragraphs in length, the State policy
reiterates and emphasizes the main features of national policy: that ACECs are not optional
designations and that the agency “must give priority to funding, preparation of a
management plan, and protection of identified resources if ACECs are to be designated.”
In other words, qualified areas must be designated, which then obligates the BLM to make
a continuing commitment to the sound management and protection of these areas. The
statement emphasizes the mandatory designation of ACECs: “It is the policy of Utah
[BLM1 to designate all areas that meet the [relevance and importance! criteria as ACECs.”27

25Campbell, F.T. and D.C. Williams. 1988. How the Bureau of Land Management designates and protects
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: A status report, with a critical review by the Natural Resources
Defense Council. Natural Areas Journal, Volume 8(4). Pages 236.
26BLM. 1992. BLM Manual 1611- Resource Planning Guidance. Utah State Office, Salt Lake City.
Issued 7-31-92. ACEC guidance located at 1611.72.
27 Ibid.
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Literature review
ACECs are a relatively recent innovation in public land management and have not
been widely examined in the literature. Two studies by the Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC) form the most comprehensive examination of the ACEC policy to date.
In 1986, Charles H. Callison, Director of the Public Lands Institute of the NRDC,
examined the ACEC designation process.

In his two-part report, Areas o f Critical

Environmental Concern on the Public Lands, published by the Wild Wings Foundation, he
first analyzed the conceptual and legislative history of ACECs, and then the record of the
BLM in implementing this new classification. His findings consist primarily of numerical
summaries of ACECs designated and conclusions from his research and contacts with
BLM personnel regarding the nature of problems delaying the designation of ACECs.
While his report provides a provoking analysis of the process of ACEC establishment and
summary of the Bureau’s “highly uneven performance” to 1986, it does not address
effectiveness of resource protection provided by the BLM's ACEC designation where
already established.28
The NRDC continued its work in the field with another report in 1989: Areas o f
Critical Environmental Concern: Promise vs. Reality.29 Using a two-page questionnaire,
Campbell and Wald obtained information regarding the status of the ACEC program in the
West and identified significant problems facing the program. Lack of specific management
plans, small size of designated units, and unwillingness to reduce conflicting uses were
cited as major problems.30 However, the authors relied on agency-supplied data for their
study and did not field check the information. Moreover, their recommendations are broad
and lack site-specific applications (the Utah section of their report runs just over a page in

28Callison, C.H. and A.P. Tobin. 1986. Areas of critical environmental concern on the public lands. Part
II Record of performance by the Bureau of Land Management. Public Lands Institute, Washington, D.C.
65 pages.
29Campbell, F.T. and J.H. Wald. 1989. Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: Promise vs. Reality.
Natural Resource Defense Council, Washington, D.C.
30Ibid., page iii.
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length). Utah had just ten ACECs at the time of their survey. The authors briefly note that
one ACEC, Red Creek, is “a watershed threatened by erosion from past overgrazing;
extensive efforts to mitigate the effects of grazing, as well as ORVs, have been undertaken
since 1981.”31 The authors do not detail the nature of the “extensive efforts” nor examine
the results of these efforts. The information upon which the authors relied was apparently
supplied in the “Red Creek ACEC Status Sheet”, examined in detail in the Red Creek case
study section below. Red Creek is the only one of the five case studies in the present paper
that was mentioned in the Campbell and Wald report. The present study is designed to
build on these earlier two studies, increasing the level of site-specificity to an individual
ACEC basis.
Campbell released preliminary results of the 1989 study in an article in Natural
Areas Journal co-authored by David C. Williams.32 Oddly, their findings are stated more
explicitly and clearly in this summary than in the full report published a year later.
Campbell criticizes the ACEC program on several grounds. The lack of national standards
and consistency for ACEC management prescriptions is “a major weakness of the ACEC
designation.”33 Many ACECs may be too small to protect the values they contain, and the
ACEC program also suffers from a lack of funding. According to her “informal survey,”
BLM field offices only receive about “30 percent of the funds needed for implementation”
of their ACEC program.34
The article also faults the BLM policy of not requiring site-specific management
plans for ACECs. The BLM contends its resource management plans are detailed enough
to provide adequate direction of ACEC management and therefore specialized “activity
plans” for individual ACECs are not required. However this is directly contradictory to

31Ibid., page 43.
32Campbell, F.T. and D.C. Williams. 1988. How the Bureau of Land Management designates and protects
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: A status report, with a critical review by the Natural Resources
Defense Council. Natural Areas Journal, Volume 8(4). Pages 231-237.
33Ibid., page 233.
34Ibid., page 236.
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other BLM statements such as that found in the SRRA EIS’s response to public comments.
Here the BLM asserts the public misunderstands the planning system and that RMPs
cannot possibly contain enough detail for site-specific management: “A mistake is often
made to assume that the RMP should contain enough detail to allow immediate design and
implementation of total resource management. It would be impossible to accomplish that
level of planning [in the RMP]... BLM uses activity plans by program (range, wildlife,
etc.) to provide the site-specific detail needed to meet the objectives identified in the
RM P.”35 Where then does this leave the concerned public? On one hand, BLM policy
asserts RMPs are adequately detailed to provide site-specific management for ACECs, yet
on the other, BLM statements deny the possibility (and reject the public’s expectation) that
RMPs are sufficiently detailed to provide adequate site management.
In September 1990, the United States General Accounting Office (GAO) published
a study of the BLM’s resource management planning system and the progress being made
toward implementing the provisions of FLPMA.36 The GAO noted several important
factors hampering the BLM in resource management and planning including the reduction
of planning staff and increasing numbers of competing priorities. The GAO identified the
following specific shortcomings: failure to develop implementation schedules for approved
activities; failure to link budget capabilities to planned actions; and failure to monitor or
track plan implementation.37 ACECs are discussed in Chapter Four of the GAO report
with emphasis on their fate in the resource management planning process. The GAO noted
in particular the inconsistencies among BLM areas in designating ACECs, both in number
and type. Other authors have noted inconsistency within the BLM: “The BLM leadership’s

35BLM. 1991. Resource management plan, record of decision, and rangeland program summary for the San
Rafael Resource Area. Moab District, Moab, Utah. April 1, 1991. Page C-77.
36United States General Accounting Office. 1990. Public lands: limited progress in resource management
planning. GAO/RCED-90-225. Resources, Community, and Economic Development Division.
Washington, D.C., September 1990. 35 pages.
37Ibid., page 21.
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sporadic attempts at decentralization have ensured a lack of consistent policy in the field.”38
The GAO attributed much of the inconsistency to philosophical differences among
managers and the high degree of decision-making discretion they retain.39 The GAO cites
the Elko, Nevada management plan as a glaring example: the plan covers over 3.1 million
acres of public land, yet no ACECs were designated. Table 1.2 highlights the highly
variable application of the ACEC designation among the western states. For example,
Nevada, which contains far more BLM land than California, has only one-fifteenth as
many ACECs.

T able 1.2
A C ECs designated by State, as of 1991
S ta te
California
Oregon
Idaho
New Mexico
Utah
Colorado
Alaska
Wyoming
Arizona
Nevada
Montana
T o tal

N um ber of ACECs
106
101
62
58
42*
32
31
31
12
6
4
485

Source: BLM. 1992. Public land statistics 1991. Volume
176. United States Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC. September 1992. Page 55.
*Note: Utah figure current to July 1993, as given in: BLM.
1993. BLM Utah Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
(ACECs). Utah State Office, Salt Lake City. July 1993.

38Coggins, G.C., C.F. Wilkinson, and J.D. Leshy. 1993. Federal public land and resources law. Third
edition. The Foundation Press, Westbury, NY. Page 742.
39United States General Accounting Office. 1990. Public lands: limited progress in resource management
planning. GAO/RCED-90-225. Resources. Community, and Economic Development Division.
Washington, D.C., September 1990. Page 29.
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Summary of policy and literature review
This overview of ACEC policy and literature offers provides several valuable
conclusions. These are summarized here to emphasize their importance. The five case
studies of this report support many of these conclusions.
Presently there are nearly six hundred ACECs in the west; designation is no longer
the primary obstacle. BLM has recognized the non-discretionary nature of Congress’s call
for ACECs and responded. Attention should now be turned toward the management of the
already designated areas, for which Congress was less clear. ACECs are not wilderness,
development can occur in them, if carefully controlled (although some ACECs may
presently include wilderness study areas.)
BLM policy requires an ongoing commitment to implementation of protection
measures once ACECs are designated. It is this requirement this paper focuses on. The
reports discussed above raised doubts about the BLM’s ability and willingness to make this
commitment. Most commonly cited are funding limitations, inadequate plans for ACEC
management, areas too small to manage effectively, and unwillingness to change traditional
uses. All of these problems are evident in the five case studies.
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Chanter 2
Methods

The 42 ACECs in Utah encompass a great variety of lands and are scattered widely
throughout the state. Each BLM district has at least one ACEC, and ACECs themselves
range from 40 to 302,380 acres. In recognition of this diversity, five sites were selected to
encompass as many variables as possible in a limited study. Obviously, five sites cannot
represent the system as a whole but nonetheless may be demonstrate patterns that warrant
further study. While a study that concentrates on a certain characteristic, for example
ACECs designated to protect archaeological sites, may reveal more about that characteristic,
a spectrum of sites was considered more useful for the purposes of this study—to
characterize the ACEC program in Utah. The intention is to be representative of the
diversity within the ACEC system, not to provide a statistically valid sampling of the many
ACECs in Utah. Five primary factors were considered with regard to their influence on the
effectiveness of ACEC management. These factors are type of resource protected; size;
administrative unit; type of management plans applicable; and date of designation. These
five variables are both logical in their potential influence and have been raised by others
studying ACECs, including the GAO and NRDC. A discussion of these factors and the
method used to select the five study areas follows.

Size
The 42 ACECs were divided into five arbitrary size categories and the number of
units in each category was totaled. Based on these totals, one unit from each category
except the largest was selected, with an additional unit from the “small” category since it
contained the most units.
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Table 2.1
ACEC size distribution

Size

Acres

# Units

Very Small

<500

5

Small

500-5000

16

Medium

5000-25,000

11

Large

25,000-100,000

8

Very large

100,000<

1

Source: BLM. 1993.
BLM Utah Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs). Utah State Office, Salt
Lake City. July 1993.

Location
Administrative jurisdiction is an important variable potentially affecting ACEC
management. District and resource area managers have substantial discretion in decision
making and may therefore affect treatment of ACECs in their jurisdictions.40 . While
political and personal factors may play a significant role in ACEC effectiveness, much of
the discrepancy in numbers of designated units is due to status of RMP development in
each area. One ACEC was selected from each of the Vernal, Salt Lake, and Richfield
Districts, and two were selected from the Moab District since it manages more than one-half
of the presently designated ACECs.

40United States General Accounting Office. 1990. Public lands: limited progress in resource management
planning. GAO/RCED-90-225. Resources, Community, and Economic Development Division.
Washington, D.C., September 1990. Page 4.
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Table 2.2
ACEC distribution by BLM district
Location

# Units

Total Acres

Salt Lake District

5

39,925

Richfield District

10

39,287

Cedar City

1

260

Moab District

23

791,710

Vernal District

2

40,238

Source: BLM. 1993.
BLM Utah Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs). Utah State Office, Salt
Lake City. July 1993.

Resources protected
ACECS are designated to protect a variety of resource values. These values are
grouped into four categories by the BLM and determine under which management program
the unit will be administered. The study units were selected to ensure each resource type is
represented.

Table 2.3
ACEC distribution by resource type
Resource type

# Units*

Historic/cultural

12

Unique geologic

11

Unique biologic/riparian

21

Scenic/recreational

12

Source: BLM. 1993. BLM Utah Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs). Utah State Office,
Salt Lake City. July 1993.
*Total exceeds 42 due to multiple values
for some areas
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The following are the resource values listed by the BLM for each ACEC selected for this
study:41
Dark Canyon: Scenic, wildlife, cultural/historic, riparian.
Donner and Bettridge Creeks: Special status fish, municipal watershed, riparian.
Pictographs: Cultural/historic.
Red Creek: Unique geologic.
South Caineville Mesa: Unique biologic community.

Management planning
Many ACECs are managed without any supplemental management guidance
(generally an “activity” or site-specific plan) beyond the document designating the ACEC.
However, several areas do have additional applicable management plans at this time. Two
units with additional plans and three without activity plans were selected for study.

Table 2.4
ACEC distribution by management planning
Management planning
Units with additional planning

# Units
8

Units without specific plans
beyond designating document

34

Source: BLM 1993. BLM Utah Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs). Utah State Office,
Salt Lake City. July 1993.

Length of designation
The amount of time which an area has been an ACEC can influence its
effectiveness. Generally it takes several years to develop and implement activity plans or

41BLM. 1992. BLM Utah Areas of Critical Environmental Concern Designated and proposed. (Summary
status sheet) Utah State Office, Salt Lake City.

proposed actions. However, it is worthwhile to look at several of the newer areas since
they contained ACEC management provisions when designated and also reflect the BLM’s
policy of not preparing detailed plans for every ACEC.

Table 2.5
ACEC distribution by year designated
Year
1982
1984
1986
1987
1990
1991
1992
1993
unknown

#units
designated
3
2
3
7
2
23
0
1
1

Source: BLM. 1993. BLM Utah Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs). Utah State Office,
Salt Lake City. July 1993.
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Case study selection
Based on criteria and distribution, a sample of five ACECs to be representative of
the 42 total units should include:
—One from each size category;
-O n e from each district;
-O n e with site-specific management plans, four without;
—One from each type of resource, plus a second biologic/riparian or combination of values;
-T w o from 1991 and one each from several other years.
Given the number of criteria and their interaction, only a few combinations are possible that
closely meet the goals listed. Table 2.6 highlights the features of the five areas selected for
case studies.

Table 2.6
ACECs selected for case studies
Plan*

Resource

District

Date

Size

Dark Canyon

Moab

1991

62,040

No

Donner Creek

Salt Lake

1986

1,120

Yes41

Biologic/riparian

Pictographs

Moab

1991

40

No

Cultural/historic

Red Creek

Vernal

1984

22,889

Yes

Unique geologic

Richfield

1982

4,100

No

Unique biologic

ACEC Name

S. Caineville Mesa

Multiple

Source: BLM. 1993. BLM Utah Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACECs). Utah State Office, Salt Lake City. July 1993.
*Plan information from Steve Howard, Renewable resources staff chief,
Utah State Office, in letter to the author 12-1-1992.

Case studies
The purpose of this paper is to provide an evaluation of the effectiveness of five
ACECs in Utah. Three concepts are central to this purpose: adequacy of management plans,
implementation of the plans, and results of implementation. A logical three-step analytical
process follows from these concepts. In other words, is what the BLM promised to do when
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designating the ACECs adequate to provide for their protection? Has the BLM done at least
what they promised to protect the ACECs? Based on what the BLM has (or has not) done,
what is the condition of the ACECs?
To answer these questions I used four methods: obtain and review designation
documents and management plans (where applicable); conduct interview with employee(s)
most responsible for management of the ACEC; visit the site to verify information received
from the above two sources and to evaluate the condition of the ACEC; and seek out extra
agency information sources. Each of these four methods is discussed in greater detail in the
following sections.

Review of management documents
Management direction for each ACEC is provided by the document in which it was
designated and by any additional management plans or site specific activity plans prepared for
the area. All were obtained in mail requests and reviewed prior to visiting each area. The
plans helped determine questions to be asked in the interviews and things to look for when
visiting the area. Review of each plan/document was approached with a minimum plan
perspective. In other words, a plan must contain several basic elements in order to be an
effective management tool. The basic questions a plan must answer include:
—Are the goals and objectives for management of the area clearly described?
-A re methods specified to attain these goals?
—Are these methods appropriate and sufficient?
—Is there an implementation schedule?
—Are specific employees assigned responsibility for the ACEC?
-D o es the plan consider staff and funding constraints?
—Are monitoring measures developed and scheduled?
The plans (or designating document) for each area were examined against these criteria and
deficiencies and strengths noted.

In addition, the BLM requires that the document
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designating the ACEC contain the several basic provisions as discussed above. These must
include the general management practices and uses and any mitigating measures needed to
protect the ACEC.

Interviews
The second step was to determine the degree to which the plans have been
implemented. The key questions ask which of the planned actions have been completed and
when, and which have not been completed and why. This analysis relied on interviews with
BLM personnel at State, District, and Resource Area offices. Details and a list of persons
consulted are included in the sections addressing the study areas individually. The goals of
the interviews were to 1) ensure that I had complete and correct documentation of the
designation and status of each ACEC; 2) discuss the measures implemented to protect the
ACEC; 3) discuss any problems they perceived with ACEC management; and 4) obtain the
views of each manager about the problems and possibilities provided by the ACEC mandate.
A draft of each appropriate case study was sent to the Manager at each respective
BLM office at which I interviewed, and directed to the attention of the person with whom I
met. A draft of the policy review section was sent to the State office for review. I requested
that comments be returned to me within fourteen working days to be considered for inclusion
in the final draft of this paper. No comments were received. The Henry Mountain Resource
Area notified me that they received a draft with pages missing; the correct section was sent
and the deadline extended for two more weeks. No comments were received.

Site Visits
With one exception, South Caineville Mesa ACEC, each area was visited after, rather
than before, each interview. These visits ranged from one to three days and included both
foot and vehicular travel. The site visits were made to verify implementation of measures
listed by the BLM and gain a general sense of the condition of the area and its management
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needs.

For example, without visiting the area it is difficult to determine whether the

measures proposed by the BLM are appropriate and adequate to meet the needs of the ACEC.
Duration, method, and route of travel varied from area to area. In general I attempted to gain
an overview of the area and to visit the most heavily used portion of each area. It is,
however, difficult to generalize visitation to five such distinct areas. Therefore, details of the
site visits will be discussed in sections specific to each area.

Other consultation
Extensive efforts were made to consult with other organizations interested in the
management of the ACECs. Several of these organizations commented at some stage of the
designation process (such as during the preparation of RMPs) and were contacted to
determine whether their concerns had been resolved through ACEC designation and
management. Others were contacted due to their general involvement in public lands issues.
The purpose of these contacts was several-fold: to get perspectives from interested
parties; to obtain information from non-BLM sources; to find groups who knew the areas
both before and after designation; and to find any potential problems I should look into while
meeting with the BLM or visiting the sites. ACECs are a relatively obscure designation
(compared to wilderness designation for example) and finding people knowledgeable about
them is difficult. Details of other sources consulted are provided in each case study section,
and a list of persons contacted is provided in Appendix B.

Shortcomings of the study
In general, my study was hampered by a lack of baseline and current information for
each area. BLM maintains very few records of ACEC activities and does not have any
comprehensive monitoring for ACECs in general.

Even in the specific case studies

information is very limited. For example, officials could not tell me when the road and cabin
were constructed on South Caineville Mesa, the duration or extent of previous grazing, nor
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offer any visitor use information, despite the presence of a visitor register at the top. Ideally I
hoped to evaluate the effectiveness of each ACEC by comparing pre-designation data with
post-designation data (for example range condition monitoring). In one case, Red Creek
ACEC, rangeland monitoring systems have changed several times, making it very difficult to
compare data over time to determine trends. Lacking this information, an attempt to compare
ACECs with adjacent non-ACEC lands was made to illustrate results of ACEC management.
In some cases the only option is to make a subjective estimate of the fulfillment of
management objectives in the absence of sufficient baseline information.
The five case studies follow. Format for each is consistent, beginning with an
overview of the ACEC, its general character, location, and specifics of designation. This is
followed by a discussion of the methods used to determine the findings of each section and
the details of persons consulted and of the site visit. Management documents are then
reviewed and evaluated. Results of the study are discussed and in most cases illustrated
with a chart showing proposed and implemented actions for each ACEC. This is followed
by discussion of the successes, problems, and conclusions drawn about each ACEC.
Finally, each case study concludes with a series of recommendations to improve the
management of each ACEC.
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Chapter 3
Dark Canvon ACEC

Introduction
The Dark Canyon ACEC is located in southeastern Utah 30 miles west of
Monticello, Utah. The ACEC contains 62,040 acres, including much of the lower Dark
Canyon drainage. Dark Canyon meets the Colorado River (Lake Powell at this point) in a
2000 foot deep canyon carved into layers of limestone and sandstone. The ACEC was
designated to protect several outstanding features: primitive recreation opportunities,
archaeological sites, riparian communities, and wildlife. It is a spectacularly beautiful
canyon and is becoming popular with backpackers. Outside magazine included a short
feature about the area in the August 1993 issue. Travel is limited primarily to the canyon
bottom and a few routes in and out of the canyon. The upper reaches of Dark Canyon are
within the Dark Canyon Wilderness (45,000 acres), which was designated in 1984 and is
administered by the U.S. Forest Service. To the west Dark Canyon ACEC is bounded by
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, which is managed by the National Park Service.
The ACEC was designated April 19, 1991 in the San Juan Resource Area (SJRA)
Resource Management Plan (RMP).42 The area is also a wilderness study area (WS A) and
was designated as the Dark Canyon Primitive Area (57,427 acres) in 1970. All of the
primitive area was withdrawn from entry under the general mining laws but remains
available for mineral leasing. As a pre-existing primitive area, Dark Canyon became an
instant study WSA in 1976, and will remain a WSA until Congress decides which areas in
Utah to designate wilderness and which to “release” to standard BLM management. The
wilderness designation issue is particularly controversial in Utah and no resolution is
within sight. Therefore, Dark Canyon must be managed according to the provisions of the

42BLM. 1991. Resource management plan, record of decision, and rangeland program summary for the San
Juan Resource Area . Moab District, Moab, Utah.
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interim management policy for wilderness study areas (IMP) indefinitely. Many of these
are stricter than the provisions of the ACEC designation.
Dark Canyon is rich in geologic and cultural history, and provides outstanding
backpacking opportunities. Overuse by recreationists may become one of the primary
threats to the area. It is a deep, remote canyon, isolated by high cliffs, and contains a
narrow, winding creek with many small waterfalls. The perennial stream is a rare treat in
this arid portion of the state. Historically the area has never been used for grazing, mining,
or by off-road vehicles due to its cliffs and remoteness. There are few routes into the BLM
portion of the canyon, none of which are passable by vehicles. While hiking the canyon
bottom is relatively easy, it is impassable to vehicles due to numerous waterfalls and cliffs.
It is precisely this remote, rugged character that has preserved the canyon so well for so
long that now is an attraction to backpackers and hikers seeking solitude and beauty.
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Figure 3.1
Dark Canyon ACEC
Location map

Source: BLM 1991. Utah statewide wilderness study report.
Volume IIB-Summary analysis of recommendations. Utah State
Office, Salt Lake City, Utah. October 1991. Page 665.
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Lower Dark Canyon, Dark Canyon ACEC, October 30, 1993.

F igure 3.3

Trailhead information sign near Dark Canyon ACEC, November 1, 1993. The Sundance
trail provides the main access route into the ACEC.
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F ig u re 3.4

View of Dark Canyon ACEC from rim on wSundance Trail, October 30, 1993
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Methodology
On October 28, 1993, I met with Kate Kitchell, Area Manager of the San Juan
Resource Area, Robert Turri, Realty and Minerals Staff Chief, and Dale Davidson,
Archaeologist, at the BLM office in Monticello, Utah. I earlier requested and received by
mail the designating document for the area, the RMP. We reviewed the status of Dark
Canyon, existing plans for the area, and future direction for the area. Later that day I drove
to Dark Canyon and hiked in by the most popular route, the Sundance Trail. A register and
information board are located at the trailhead, and provide information on the area and tips
for low-impact camping. I spent two nights and three days exploring the area, arriving
back at the trailhead after dark on October 30. I hiked about eight miles of the canyon,
from the high water mark of Lake Powell to several miles beyond Lost Canyon. I also
looked for a way out through Lost Canyon, but was turned back after about three miles of
boulder-hopping and scrambling. I was unable to access the more remote portions of the
rim, or the two canyons in the northern portion of the ACEC, Bowdie and Gypsum, due to
time constraints and the lack of a four-wheel drive vehicle. My study therefore lacks first
hand information on the condition of these areas, however, most of the plateau above the
rim is outside the ACEC, and Bowdie and Gypsum Canyons are very remote and difficult
canyons and are unlikely to have any management problems.

Kelsey (1989) states,

“ [T]hese two canyons are basically unknown....[They are] very remote, isolated, and
unspoiled, with room to explore....”43 Moreover, the portion of the canyon I visited is the
most accessible and popular portion on BLM land, therefore is most relevant for my study.

43Kelsey, M.R. 1989. Canyon hiking guide to the Colorado Plateau. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Kelsey emphasizes that Bowdie and Gypsum Canyons are remote and pristine. He was able to descend only
part-way before being stopped by cliffs in Bowdie Canyon, and apparently could not find an entry point into
Gypsum Canyon.
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Review of management documents

No management plan has been prepared for the Dark Canyon ACEC (although the
RMP called for the preparation of one), therefore it is being managed under the special
management conditions established by the SJRA RMP.

The IMP and provisions

established when the area was designated a primitive area in 1970 also apply. This lack of
plan appears to indicate the new direction the BLM took when designating ACECs in 1991.
The San Rafael Resource Area used nearly identical provisions and format in their ACEC
designations. This approach is largely preventative in nature, establishing prohibitions on
certain activities and limitations on others. It is not in any sense of the word a plan; it does
not have objectives and goals to accomplish. It is merely list of things to be prohibited, and
a few to be done. The stipulations of the ACEC designation are outlined in Table 3.1
below. It is not a proactive approach intending to repair damages from the past. In the
case of Dark Canyon this is acceptable: the area is remote, mostly pristine, and relatively
lightly used. However, for even this to be acceptable the prohibitions established by the
designation of the ACEC must be put in effect, and the few actions implemented in a
reasonable time frame. This has not been achieved at Dark Canyon.

Summary of findings
Dark Canyon is remote, protected from development by towering cliffs, and is
lightly visited by recreationists. The ACEC, with the help of this remoteness, is presently
being managed adequately to protect its wild character. Nonetheless, more could be done
to implement the measures prescribed for it. It also warrants consideration of whether it
truly requires “special management attention”.

Discussion
Dark Canyon’s remoteness has led to delay by the BLM in implementing the
measures they prescribe for the area in the RMP. In interview with the author, BLM staff
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said the area “sort of manages itself,” is “self-protecting,” and is not a high priority.44 In
fact, the emergence of other issues has relegated the Dark Canyon ACEC to a low priority.
This conflicts with the BLM ’s policy for ACECs and the definition of ACEC itself.
ACECs are by definition high priority areas. I asked repeatedly why then the Dark Canyon
was designated an ACEC. The response was generally that at some time in the future it
may require attention, especially if it was not designated wilderness. However, all three
agreed that Dark Canyon is “the best suited area” among BLM lands in Utah for
wilderness, that it is a “shoo-in”, and will be easy to manage as a wilderness area. A
coalition of environmental groups concurs with this assessment: “Dark Canyon is arguably
the wildest canyon in southern Utah.”45 Therefore, the BLM scenario of Dark Canyon
losing its protection as a WSA and not being designated wilderness is extremely unlikely.
The table below displays the measures prescribed by the RMP for Dark Canyon
ACEC and their status.

^K itchell, Kate. 1993. Area Manager of the San Juan Resource Area. Interview with the author, October
28 at the BLM office in Monticello, Utah. Also present were Robert Turri, Realty and Minerals Staff
Chief, and Dale Davidson, Archaeologist, both of the San Juan Resource Area staff. Tape of interview on
file with author.
45The Utah Wilderness Coalition. 1990. Wilderness at the edge. A citizen’s proposal to protect Utah’s
canyons and deserts. Salt Lake City. Page 267.
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Table 3.1

Special management conditions for the Dark Canyon ACEC
Prescribed action

P age

Dark Canyon ACEC
plan
Plan for Canyon
Basins SRMA

78

Apply ORV closure
Close to mineral
leasing
Closed for
geophysical
Closed for disposal
of mineral materials
Request withdrawal
Exclude from
livestock grazing,
partial
Implement water
quality monitoring
plan
Limit rec. use if
necessary
Protect class II air
standards
Manage as VRM
class I
Conditional fire
suppression
Exclude from
woodland product
use, exc. campfires

Proposed
Im p lem en t

Im p lem en t
D ate

Within 2 years Not done
of approval
78-79 #3 priority 94 Not done

C o m m en ts

#3 priority—in 93 or 94Priority changed
Priority changed
Would include Dark
Canyon
De facto for the Canyon

79,
89
89

Within three
years-1994
Immediate

Done

89

Immediate

Not done

89

Immediate

Not done

89

Immediate

Done

73
89

Within two
years-1993

De facto-1970 Primitive
Area designation
De facto- Dark Canyon
has never been grazed

81

Within two
years-1993

Not done

May not be feasible for
Dark Canyon

90

Immediate

Not needed

81

Immediate

?

Trailhead use monitoring
in place
Unclear

90

Immediate

7

90

Immediate

Done

89

Immediate

Done

Not done

De facto-1970 Primitive
Area designation

Required by IMP for
WSAs
De facto

Source: BLM 1991. Resource management plan, record of decision, and rangeland program summary for
the San Juan Resource Area. Moab District, Moab, Utah.

The only activities accomplished are those which were effective on approval of the
RMP and required no further action, or those that were already in place and never required
any action (shown as de facto in table). Discussion with BLM staff revealed this to be the
situation with the main protective measures proposed. While they look good on paper,
prohibitions on grazing, woodland product use (firewood cutting), and ORV use were
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never an issue here. The area has never been grazed in the canyon bottoms, nor have
vehicles been able to access the area. Turri stated, “you can’t get vehicles in” and that
“nobody’s interested in mining out there.” Davidson agreed, adding, “there is no interest
in oil and gas out there.” When asked why then these measures were prescribed, Turri
responded it is “to make it look like you’re doing something.”46
The withdrawal proposed in the ACEC designation is already in effect according to
other BLM documents. The BLM staff were unclear on the relationship between existing
designations. They indicated they had not taken the necessary actions to implement the
restrictions on mining, while my research showed the restrictions are already in effect. The
ACEC boundary corresponds exactly with the 1970 primitive area boundary, which “was
withdrawn from mining claim location in 1970 and is also closed to mineral leasing.”47
Since the Primitive Area was established through Congressional action, it will take
Congressional action to rescind the 1970 provisions.
Other special management conditions and actions prescribed by the RMP are a
different situation. The RMP calls for an activity plan or ACEC management plan to be
prepared for Dark Canyon. It was ranked as the third priority, and at the rate of one plan
per year, would be prepared in 1994. This has not been realized. The primary reason for
this shortcoming is summarized by Kitchell: “Our capability to do that planning is pretty
limited,” and presently the BLM is “up in the air about getting those things done.” Despite
promising “dozens” (Kitchell) of activity plans in the RMP, the SJRA has no recreation
planner on staff and therefore is falling behind schedule. Furthermore, unexpected issues
have risen to the forefront since the RMP was prepared. The Indian Creek area outside
Canyonlands National Park became critical when the State reverted a small but popular state

46Kitchell, Kate. 1993. Area Manager of the San Juan Resource Area. Interview with the author, October
28 at the BLM office in Monticello, Utah. Also present were Robert Turri, Realty and Minerals Staff
Chief, and Dale Davidson, Archaeologist, both of the San Juan Resource Area staff. Tape of interview on
file with author.
47BLM. 1991. Utah Statewide wilderness study report. Volume IIB. Summary analysis of study area
recommendations. Utah State Office, Salt Lake City. October 1991. Page 665.
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park (Newspaper Rock ) to the BLM. Heavy recreational use of the San Juan River has
also brought that area to the forefront. This has dropped Dark Canyon to a low priority.
When the area is designated wilderness, a plan is required by BLM regulation, so it
probably makes sense to wait until that time to prepare a plan, unless some pressing issue
emerges before then.
Recreation use may eventually pose the most significant threat to Dark Canyon and
the qualities of solitude and beauty many people seek there. While use is not an apparent
problem in the Canyon at the moment, the BLM should plan to manage use eventually.
This issue is perhaps most appropriately addressed through a wilderness management plan,
which will need to be prepared when the area is designated wilderness. This designation
still appears to be several years in the future, and by that time the limited monitoring now
established may have enough results to suggest some type of use limitations.
My observations showed no significant use problems. I encountered only one
other party in the canyon in three days and one other group was preparing to depart the
trailhead on my return. The canyon bottom is bare stone in many places and can withstand
many hikers. In other places delicate cottonwood groves and willow stands beckon
campers and will require good low-impact camping skills to remain pristine. Indeed,
where the Sundance trail reaches the Canyon bottom, a popular camp area has been
established, with large fire-rings and ashes scattered around, and a small amount of litter
present as well. However, not all sites being camped in had fire-rings, showing many
visitors are aware of the esthetic and ecological impacts of campfires in the desert
environment. Fires should be discouraged or prohibited (the temperatures are never cold
enough to need one) and campers encouraged to make use of slickrock areas for their
camps. Fortunately, the canyon is subject to periodic flash-flooding, which effectively
restores the canyon bottom. The BLM does offer high quality low-impact camping
information, both at the office and on a sign at the trailhead, in an attempt to head-off
recreation impacts to the canyon.
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The prescription for water quality monitoring and air-quality maintenance is
problematic. Turri indicated that most likely it would be impossible to get water samples
out fast enough to be acceptable by the lab (they must be tested within twelve hours of
collection). Likewise, the question of how the BLM could control the air quality of the area
is perplexing. These two measures are from the RMP and are not specific to the ACEC,
but the ACEC is included. The BLM has not decided to do this for a particular need in the
ACEC but established these measures as Resource Area-wide standard programs. They
sound good on paper, but closer scrutiny shows them to be impracticable. Maintaining
visual quality requires preventing significant human-made intrusions to the natural scenery,
and is likely to be accomplished through the provisions of the ACEC and remoteness of the
area.
The ORV closures prescribed in the 1991 RMP have yet to be implemented. In the
Dark Canyon ACEC this has not had a significant effect, since, as mentioned, the area is
inaccessible to ORVs. The closure is still important, the BLM believes, because every area
must be designated as either closed, open, or limited. It is also important as insurance: in
case someone found a way into the canyon, or proposed to develop one, the BLM would
not be caught flat-footed. I inquired specifically about any ORV use on the rims above
Dark Canyon. The staff were not aware of any problems with ORV use in that area. A
BLM document states “Since the establishment of the [WSA] less than one acre has been
disturbed.”48

Conclusion
The Dark Canyon ACEC is in many ways redundant. Only in a future worst-case
scenario may its provisions become truly important. It provides a politically safe ACEC in
a time where the Bureau decided to designate substantial numbers of ACECs. Many of its

48BLM. 1991. Utah Statewide wilderness study report. Volume IIB. Summary analysis of study area
recommendations. Utah State Office, Salt Lake City. October 1991. Page 665.
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provisions are either irrelevant, pre-existing, or unachievable. Nonetheless, for a place as
spectacular as Dark Canyon, this precaution is worth it

Recommendations

Consider

dropping the ACEC

designation

if Dark

Canyon

is

designated wilderness by Congress.
The area will receive stronger protection under wilderness management regulations than the
ACEC provisions. The ACEC will become irrelevant in the case the area is designated
wilderness, and will merely cause additional paperwork.

Consider prohibiting campfires in the canyon bottom.
Campfires leave ugly scars and deplete important woody debris from the ecosystem. They
are not essential to the enjoyment Dark Canyon for most, and their scars diminish the
feeling of solitude for many. This provision should be upgraded from a low-impact
camping tip to a regulation.

Conduct baseline monitoring of recreation impacts in the canyon
bottom .
While present conditions do not appear to warrant any limits on recreational use, it is
important to gather baseline data now for future comparison. Many areas in southern Utah
are experiencing rapid growth in recreational visitation, yet managers cite lack of impact
data as the reason they cannot rapidly implement use limitations. Lack of baseline data may
delay implementation of use restrictions in the future when their need becomes apparent but
remains undocumented.
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Chanter 4
Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC

Introduction
The Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC is located in far northwestern Utah,
twenty miles north of Wendover, Utah. The creeks are two small drainages on the east
slope of the Pilot range, an arid mountain uplift reaching an elevation of 10,406 feet. The
creeks contain the only known population of pure Lahontan cutthroat trout. These fish,
Otichorhytichus clarki henshawi, are listed under the Endangered Species Act as
threatened. The population was discovered in 1977 during a study of Great Basin trout
populations by the BLM and Colorado State University. Before the study, fish were
known by only a few people to inhabit Donner Creek (because its canyon is known as
Morrison Canyon, Donner Creek is sometimes called Morrison Creek), and it came as an
exciting surprise to find a population of cutthroat, later determined to be the Lahontan
cutthroat trout subspecies, in the stream.49 Otichorhytichus clarki henshawi (at that time
classified as Salmo clarki henshawi) was listed in 1970 as endangered and reclassified in
1973 as threatened to “facilitate management and allow for its use in sport fisheries.”50 As
a threatened species, incidental deaths are allowable during actions taken to stock the fish or
gather eggs for breeding purposes.
The ACEC covers 2126 acres in Utah, including 715 acres of private land. The Ely
District BLM in Nevada would not designate the Nevada portions of the watershed (1447
acres) an ACEC, despite the efforts of the Salt Lake District to persuade them.51 Although

49Hickman, T.J. and D.A. Duff. 1978. Current status of cutthroat trout subspecies in the western
Bonneville Basin. Great Basin Naturalist 38(2). June 1978, pages 193-202.
50BLM. 1987. Donner Creek/ Bettridge Creek Area of Critical Environmental Concern Management Plan.
Salt Lake District Office, Salt Lake City, Utah. Page 5.
51Gardner, J.K. 1993. BLM Bear River Resource Area Biologist. Interview with author at Salt Lake
District Office, October 20,1993. Tape of interview on file with author.
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Figure 4.1
Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC
Location map

Source: BLM 1988. Donner Creek/Bettridge Creek Area of critical
environmental concern management plan. Salt Lake District
Office, Salt Lake City, Utah. May 1988. Page 2.
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Figure 4.2

Measurement flume. Donner Creek, Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC. November 8,
1993.
F ig u re 4.3

Bettridge Creek, Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC, November 8, 1993. Note dense
riparian vegetation and exclosure fence.
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the upper watersheds are not within an ACEC, most of the flowing portions of the streams
are contained in the Utah ACEC. The creeks emerge from springs high on the canyon
slopes and flow a short distance before petering out on the alluvial slopes or being diverted
for irrigation purposes. Donner Creek contains approximately one mile of inhabited trout
stream, and Bettridge Creek provides 2.2 miles of trout habitat. Thus these three miles of
flowing stream, always precious in the desert, are especially significant and vulnerable in
this case.
After visiting the site, I was amazed that such tiny streams supported trout
populations. At no point are the streams too wide to easily step across, although reaching
the stream through the dense riparian vegetation is a stem challenge in many places. It is
this obscurity that allowed a trout population to survive here undiscovered for some 70
years.

Methodology
Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC was selected for study without any specific
knowledge of the area. The ACEC is one of the older ACECs in Utah, designated April
18, 1986. It is one of three in the Salt Lake District. Factors in its selection as a case study
were the presence of a threatened species and its small size.
I met with Kirk Gardner, Bear River Resource Area Biologist, on October 20 at the
Salt Lake District offices in Salt Lake City. We met again in Wendover, Utah on
November 8 to visit the ACEC. Approximately three hours were spent at the site viewing
the lower reaches of each stream and the propagating facilities near Donner Creek.
Information that follows was obtained in these meetings, unless noted otherwise. I also
contacted the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources asking if they had any concerns about
management of the Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC. I received a short reply from
Thomas Pettengill, Northern Region Fisheries Manager.
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Review of management documents

The Donner and Bettridge Creek ACEC was designated upon approval of the Box
Elder Resource Management Plan (RMP) April 18, 1986. This document provides no
management direction for the area; only the rationale for making the designation is
discussed.52 The decision briefly notes that the entirety of the Pilot Mountain range was
proposed for designation as an ACEC and identified for designation in the preferred
alternative. Only the watersheds of the stream were ultimately designated because analysis
during planning found that “there are no unique values of regional or national importance
and also that present management practices or management practices to be implemented
through the RMP provide adequate protection [for the remainder of the range].”53 The
decision does provide that “an ACEC plan” be prepared for the watersheds. Gardner said
there is no standard “ACEC plan”, so he used the same outline as a habitat management
plan, of which he has written several.
The ACEC plan is generally well-written and provides specific direction for
management of the area.

Although eight of the 30 pages (including 14 pages of

appendices) are devoted to background information, the management objectives are clearly
stated and are accompanied by specific planned actions. The objectives are: 1) manage in
accordance with management plans; 2) acquire available land within or bordering the
ACEC; 3) obtain the water rights for Donner and Bettridge Creeks; 4) expand the range of
the Lahontan cutthroat trout; 5) monitor the riparian habitat of the streams as it relates to
providing quality trout habitat; 6) gain more knowledge of the life history of the Lahontan
trout; 7) have the State of Utah adopt the management objectives of this plan for the State
section of land (T4N R19W Sec. 16); 8) install developments as necessary to improve
Lahontan cutthroat trout habitat quality; 9) protect the ACEC from destruction by fire; 10)
prevent unlawful taking of the trout from inhabited waters.

The plan provides an

52BLM. 1986. Box Elder Resource management plan. Salt Lake District, Salt Lake City, Utah. Page 42.
53Ibid., Page 42.
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implementation schedule and cost estimate for each of the specific actions prescribed to
attain the objectives. See below for a table showing the completion of specific actions.
The plan is in my estimation adequate for the needs of the ACEC with the exception
of its provisions regarding livestock grazing. The only action prescribed by the plan
pertaining to grazing is to “monitor livestock forage”. The watersheds need to be protected
from overgrazing, including fencing or complete removal of livestock if necessary.
Indeed, discussions with Gardner indicated monitoring and controlling livestock problems
are where much of his time has been spent. The plan was also approved by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, which has jurisdiction over the protection of threatened species, and
the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, which has responsibility for fish and game on
federal lands (whereas the BLM is responsible for the habitat.) Comment from these
agencies on the ACEC plan addressed lack of detail, lack of discrimination between
livestock degradation and stream habitat degradation, possible inadequacies of
macroinvertebrate sampling as the sole habitat quality indicator, insufficiently described
monitoring plan (of trout habitat conditions and livestock impacts), inadequate description
of existing fisheries conditions, and that ACECs “warrant a greater commitment of
resources and adjustments in land practices.”54 It is unclear whether any changes were
made to the plan to accommodate these comments, and representatives from both agencies
signed the plan.

Summary of findings
A number of actions have been taken to secure the future for the Lahontan cutthroat
found in Donner and Bettridge Creeks. Grazing in the area has been modified and
restricted to protect the watershed, facilities were installed to raise fish for egg production
and rearing of juveniles. A cooperative landowner is also assisting watching over the

54Comment letters on file at BLM Salt Lake District Office.
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stream in a remote area where BLM patrols are uncommon. Several additional actions are
needed to ensure the protection of the trout and its habitat, however.
Discussion with Gardner enabled compilation of the following table displaying the
BLM's completion of the specified management actions for the ACEC.

Table 4.1
Special management conditions for the Donner
and Bettridge Creeks ACEC
P rescribed action

A gency

Lahontan recovery plan
Acquire state and private lands

USFWS
BLM

Inventory water rights
File for water rights
Identify suitable expansion
habitat
Build Doudy Reservoir
Egg traps
Stream inventory
Install flume
Macroinvertebrate sampling
Chemical analysis
Monitor vegetation
Monitor Spring Creek
Monitor spawning
Create MOU with state
Rehabilitate streams
Fire suppression
Law enforcement

BLM
BLM
BLM/
USFWS/
UDWR
UDWR
BLM/
UDWR
BLM/
UDWR
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
UDWR
BLM/
UDWR
BLM
BLM/
UDWR
BLM
BLM/
USFWS
BLM

Year
Comments
Year
in itia te d im plem ented
Ongoing
Required by ESA
1987
Ongoing
About 1/2 done, non1987
cooperative owners
Appendix 3 in plan,
1987
1988
incomplete
1987
1988
?
1988

1991
1988
1986

Annual

1988
1988
1988
1987
1987
1987

1988
Biannual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Measures flow

Limit livestock use
Potential reintroduction site

Pursue land exchange instead

1987
As needed
1987
1987

Ongoing
Ongoing

Not initiated
1987
Withdraw 381 acres from
mineral laws
Sources: BLM. 1987. Donner Creek/ Bettridge Creek Area of Critical Environmental Concern
Management Plan. Salt Lake District Office, Salt Lake City, Utah. Page 5.
Gardner, J.K. 1993. BLM Bear River Resource Area Biologist. Interview with author at Salt Lake
District office, October 20, 1993. Tape of interview on file with author.
Gardner, J.K. and B.R. Nielson. 1993. The Lahontan Cutthroat Trout, Onchorhynchus clarki henshawi,
of the Pilot Mountains, UT-NV: An overview of cooperative efforts to secure this unique population.
Unpublished paper.
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Discussion
Several of the items specified in the management plan have been completed, in
addition to the completion of other work not identified in the plan. Gardner indicated it was
important to note that some of the land involved is state and privately owned and that the
Utah Division of W ildlife Resources and one of the landowners have been very
cooperative. In this case, land near the mouth of Donner Creek is owned by the Doudy
family, who have been exceptionally helpful. They are allowing the placement of rearing
ponds on their land and also serve as “watchmen” of the creek since getting to the ACEC
requires passing near or across their property. The Doudys have a right-of-way exchange
agreement with the BLM that allows them access to their property across BLM land, and in
turn offers BLM easier access to the creek across Doudy property.
M ajor items called for in the plan have been completed or are ongoing: the
measurement flumes are installed; the rearing ponds are operating; monitoring of macro
invertebrates is ongoing and shows a stable healthy aquatic habitat; grazing practices have
been revised through changes in the season of use and construction of exclosure fencing.
Additional projects not specified in the plan were completed, including two fences to
restrict cattle access to upper Bettridge Creek, where poor livestock distribution was
impacting the springs. Gardner said the cattle have now found a new way into the canyon
by moving to a high saddle on a ridge and then dropping into the canyon, but so far they do
not present a problem since this is still uncommon. Gardner is considering additional
fencing to prevent this movement, however. Livestock are not a problem in Donner Creek
since the very rough terrain naturally limits cattle use in the canyon. The Utah Division of
Wildlife Resources Northern Regional Fisheries Manager, Thomas D. Pettengill, indicated
his “only real concern is that the exclosure fence on Bettridge Creek has not been
maintained and that the riparian area has not come back like it should because cows can
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walk through the fence.”55 Gardner agreed this fence is a problem. The pole fence is
subject to vandalism and is periodically damaged by severe down-canyon winds from the
slopes of the Pilot Range. He is planning a sturdier replacement when funding becomes
available.
Stream improvements were completed in the section that was bulldozed 20 years
ago in an attempt by the city of Wendover to collect water for municipal use. The City of
W endover owns water rights for culinary use on Donner Creek, but Gardner said
development is unlikely and the Utah Division of Health has “pledged to work with the city
to minimize any effects on the stream.”56 To use the water without treatment the city
would need to tap the headwater springs of Donner Creek and the roughness of terrain
precludes this option. Gardner also stated the BLM’s official position is that they will not
allow the City to develop the upper springs due to potential impact on the trout population.
Using the stream at its terminus would not affect the trout habitat, but would require a
treatment facility, which the City cannot presently afford, therefore no development is
likely.
Several items called for in the plan have not been completed. Land exchanges have
only been partially achieved. Gardner explains the difficulty of completing the remaining
exchanges as uncooperativeness of landowners, unreal or inflated price expectations due to
the presence of a threatened species, and the general slowness of land exchanges. Mineral
withdrawal for the 381 acres on which BLM controls sub-surface rights has not been
initiated, nor is there any apparent action on this subject. Gardner offered no reason as to
why the withdrawal is not being pursued except to say development is unlikely.
While major breakthroughs in propagating the Lahontan have not been achieved,
the number of fish is slowly being built up and will hopefully undergo disease certification

55Pettengill, T.D. 1993. Northern Region Fisheries Manager, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.
Letter to the author 12/1/93.
56Gardner, J.K. and B.R. Nielson. 1993. The Lahontan Cutthroat Trout, Onchorhynchus clarki henshawi,
of the Pilot Mountains, UT-NV: An overview of cooperative efforts to secure this unique population.
Unpublished paper.
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testing soon to allow propagation in a hatchery. Trout are subject to a disorder known as
bacterial kidney disease which can contaminate hatchery equipment and thus spread to other
fish populations. The ultimate goal is to propagate enough fish to reestablish breeding
populations in several other streams and eventually Pyramid Lake. W ithout hatchery
propagation adequate numbers of fish cannot be captured from the sole source of Donner
Creek to re-establish additional populations. Donner Creek has experienced severe flood
events which scour the entire stream channel and possibly threaten the trout population.
Until the fish are established in several other streams the subspecies cannot be considered
secure.

Conclusion
The major emphasis of the ACEC is on habitat protection, and in this regard it
appears to be successful. The watersheds are stable, with no imminent threats being posed
to the trout populations. Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC receive special management
attention and benefit as a result. However this result appears to be primarily the work of a
dedicated biologist, helpful landowners, and the influence of the threatened species
designation. Designation as an ACEC appears to have had little direct effect. Indeed
Gardner cites another ACEC in his territory, Lake Town Canyon, as a serious problem.
Here he finds little support from superiors for conservation activities, and finds constant
vandalism of fences and damage to other resources in the canyon.

Recommendations

Revise the management plan to reflect the current situation and
update the monitoring schedule.
The plan is becoming outdated with many of the actions completed and some of the
information outdated. The plan needs to better reflect the current situation and emphasize
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maintenance of healthy conditions, monitoring of livestock grazing, and movement toward
propagation. Incomplete actions should be reviewed and rescheduled.

Formally withdraw from livestock grazing those portions of the
allotments within the ACEC that cattle are not using.
Future permittees may not be as cooperative in allowing upper portions of the allotments to
go unused. Steps should be taken to officially remove from livestock grazing the portions
of the allotments where grazing is not desired in order to permanently protect the riparian
areas in the ACEC. Although grazing is not presently a major threat, this is primarily due
to rough terrain and the good will of the permittee rather than regulation of the allotment.

Complete the mineral withdrawal as proposed in the 1987 plan.
Mining could seriously threaten the integrity of the watersheds. Even if development
appears unlikely, the withdrawal should be completed as a preventative measure.

Establish a memorandum of agreement with the city of Wendover
formalizing the BLM's position of not allowing water development to occur
in the upper canyons or any other location where development will harm the
trout population.
The current situation is not reliable enough and may change over time as Wendover grows
and needs additional sources of water and obtains funding for such. The BLM may offer
and easement or lease of land at the terminus of the creek for future treatment facility siting
in exchange for an agreement from the city not to pursue development in the upper
watersheds.
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Chapter 5
Pictographs ACEC

Introduction
The Pictographs ACEC is comprised of four separate rock art sites located in the
San Rafael Swell in central Utah. The ACEC totals 40 acres, the smallest in Utah, with
each site covering ten acres. The ten acre size is not based on site characteristics but rather
the limitations of the computer mapping system used in developing the RMP. The smallest
resolution the system was capable of was a ten acre “pixel”, thus the 40 acre ACEC.57 The
term pictographs is somewhat of a misnomer when applied to this ACEC since one of the
four sites is actually a petroglyph, carved into the rock rather than painted on the rock as in
the case of pictographs. (For simplicity, both types will be referred to as “rock art”.) The
ACEC was designated April 1, 1991, with the approval of the San Rafael Resource Area
(SRRA) RMP. Pictographs ACEC was designated with 12 other ACECs in the SRRA.
According to Blaine Miller, San Rafael Resource Area Archaeologist, the four sites
were selected on the basis of their renown, amount of visitation, and ease of access. The
intention of the ACEC designation he said, is to “showcase what can be done to manage
cultural resource sites” The sites are just a tiny sample of the multitude of rock art sites in
the San Rafael Swell, but are among the best known.58 A brief description of each site
follows.

Rochester Creek. The Rochester Creek petroglyphs are located above Muddy
Creek, six miles east of Emery City, Utah, on a peninsula formed of sandstone. The main

57Miller, Blaine. 1993. San Rafael Resource Area Archaeologist. Interview with author October 26 at San
Rafael Resource Area Office, Price, Utah. Tape of interview on file with author.
58BLM. 1991. Resource management plan, record of decision and rangeland program summary for the San
Rafael Resource Area. Moab District, Moab, Utah. April 1, 1991. Page 82. Also see: Long, M.E. and
G. Smith. 1980. Utah’s rock art wilderness Louvre. National Geographic, 157(1). January 1980. Pages
97-117.
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Figure 5.1
Pictographs ACEC

Location Map

Source: BLM. 1992. Emergency closure order and restriction on the wedge and
surrounding area. San Rafael Resource Area. Price, Utah. March 28,1992. Base
map of the San RafaelSwcll by the BLM, sites marked by author.
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Rochester Creek panel, Pictographs ACEC, October 25, 1993. Note vandalism in upper
center of photograph.
F igure 5.3

Head of Sinbad panel, Pictographs ACEC, October 26, 1993. Note new fence, vehicle
turnaround, and camper impacted area.
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Head of Sinbad panel, Pictographs ACEC, October 26, 1993.
background, campfire scar in shadow under tree.

Note pietograph in
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panel is at the tip of the peninsula on an east facing wall of sandstone approximately 15 feet
wide and 8 feet high. The panel contains a wide variety of characters from the traditional
bighorn sheep and hunters, to abstract graphics and reptilian forms. The panel is not badly
vandalized, with the notable exception of an attempt to carve and remove one figure from
the panel, resulting in the loss of half the figure and a deep gouge around the remaining
portion. Access to the site is by dirt road and a one-half mile trail.

There are no

improvements at the trailhead, nor are there any signs pointing the way to the pictographs.
No interpretive information is supplied at the site, nor are there any requests to refrain from
touching or otherwise harming the rock art. The trailhead area is impacted by uncontrolled
vehicle parking and turning around, and also suffers from careless camping. There are
several fire pits spilling ashes in the area, and scattered small amounts of broken glass
nearby.

Black Dragon Canyon. The Black Dragon pictographs are located in Black
Dragon wash, two miles north of 1-70 where it enters the San Rafael reef, about 35 miles
west of Green River, Utah. Access is via a dirt road and a short walk. It is possible to
drive to the bend of the wash where the panels are located, but the route follows the rough
wash bottom, so it is as fast (and more enjoyable) to walk the 200 yards. There is a BLM
sign at the mouth of the wash warning of the hazards of mining debris in the area, but no
other information. The sign was knocked down in 1992 when I visited the site, but was
propped up but not repaired in 1993. The panels are located on a slightly undercut wall of
sandstone, 12 feet above ground level. The larger panel consists mainly of a series of
hatch marks in black and red pigment. The namesake “dragon” panel is located above and
to the left and is a dark, animal-like form. There is some serious graffiti on the panel,
mostly now “historic” names dating back to the late 1800s. Little of the graffiti appears
recent in origin.

Head of Sinbad. The Head of Sinbad pictographs are located two miles north of
1-70 in the heart of the San Rafael Swell about sixty miles west of Green River. Access is
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by dirt road. The BLM has constructed a pole fence around the site, preventing vehicles
from approaching directly under the panels. The fence is located about 100 feet from the
high sandstone wall holding the rock art. Oddly, no access is provided through the fence,
and the most convenient way to cross is to clamber over the fence. Alternatively, one can
cross the fence near its terminus at a pile of boulders. The primary panel consists of a
hominid figure with a small serpent on its head, flanked by two large serpent-like
apparitions. (The Sinbad name is derived from the appearance of the terrain, thought by
some to resemble that in the film “Nights in Arabia”.) The panel is above reach and has not
been seriously vandalized, although the immediate vicinity is impacted by campfires,
vehicles, and cattle. The new pole fence should alleviate these problems.
Lone W arrio r. The Lone Warrior site is located about four miles southwest of
the Head of Sinbad site, and is also accessible from the interstate by dirt roads. The Lone
Warrior is a single, distinctive, shield-wielding figure on a large wall of sandstone. A few
other pictographs are scattered on the wall. The panel has not been seriously vandalized.
This area too, has been impacted by campfires, vehicles, and cattle.

Methodology
Pictographs ACEC was selected for study due to its location, small size, and
cultural resources. When I visited Black Dragon Canyon in 1992 I was familiar only with
this site of the four comprising Pictographs ACEC. I visited Rochester Creek October 2425, spending the night at the end of the road. On October 25 I visited the Lone Warrior and
Black Dragon sites, returning to Price, Utah to meet with Blaine Miller on October 26.
Later on the 26th I visited the Head of Sinbad site. A copy of the SRRA RMP was
requested by mail previously and was reviewed before visiting the area. The emphasis in
this study is to determine the degree to which the proposed actions in the RMP had been
carried out and to make an evaluation of the condition of the sites in the ACEC and to
determine whether they had deteriorated since designation two years ago.
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The designation of the ACEC was commented on by several groups in the SRRA
RMP and EIS, including the National Parks and Conservation Association, and the Utah
Professional Archaeological Association. These groups were contacted to determine any
follow-up work they had done after the site was designated to determine whether it met
their desires for management and protection of the rock art. The latter did not respond to
my written inquiry. Results are discussed below in the Findings section. Other persons
contacted include Steve Allen, guidebook author and expert on the San Rafael Swell; and
Scott Groene, Staff Attorney with the Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance’s Moab office.

Review of management documents
The San Rafael RMP designated 13 ACECs and used a standard format to describe
the special management for each area. Essentially, the ACEC prescriptions are a set of
prohibitions, a list of activities not permitted within the ACEC. This is adequate in so far
as it goes, and many things that are not appropriate in the Pictographs ACEC have been
prohibited, such as utility right-of-way grants. However, the shortcoming of this system is
that there are many important things that need to be done, not just activities prohibited if the
area is to be protected. For example, some interpretive signing could be provided nearby.
For this the reader of the RMP is left guessing: what if anything will be done, and when?
The plan prescribes several important protective actions but is completely lacking direction
for implementing these measures. The RMP does not offer any further guidance for the
management of the area or any schedule to implement the proposed actions.
The major shortcoming of this approach is the reactive position the BLM is placed
in. While prohibiting some clearly incompatible uses is a good start and may prevent some
problems, this approach fails to provide a framework within which to solve others that may
arise. This approach also lacks enough detail to judge whether the action will achieve its
desired effect, for example the closure of Pictographs ACEC to grazing: how will this be
applied? To what area? When? Many of the ten acres included in each site are steep, if not
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vertical, and therefore do not provide logical boundaries. It would not be possible to fence
the ten acres, so where should fences be placed? Ten feet from the pictographs? One
hundred? This lack of detail is to be expected, the BLM says:

Several comments requested quantitative and site-specific information. The
m ajority of these com m ents appear to have resulted from

a

misunderstanding of the BLM planning system. A mistake is often made to
assume that the RMP should contain enough detail to allow immediate
design and implementation of total resource management. It would be
impossible to accomplish that level of planning for a million acres of public
land, given the present time and budget constraints. BLM uses activity
plans by program (range, wildlife, etc.) to provide the site-specific detail
needed to meet the objectives identified in the RMP.59
However, Blaine Miller would not even guess when this site-specific (the BLM terms these
small-scale plans “activity plans”) planning will even be initiated. In a non-ACEC
example, the OHV designations were determined by the SRRA RMP in 1991. However,
until a specific OHV plan is finalized, the SRRA has ordered “emergency closures” of
certain areas, which essentially amounts to implementing decisions made over two years
ago.60 Meanwhile, two WSAs in the SRRA have been identified as having “sustained the
‘w orst’ surface disturbance or damage resulting from various uses.”61 In both cases,
motorized vehicles were identified as the primary problem.62
This indicates a serious weakness in the BLM planning system. Decisions made in
the RMP providing general guidance cannot be implemented until an activity plan is

59BLM. 1991. Resource management plan, record of decision and rangeland program summary for the San
Rafael Resource Area. Moab District, Moab, Utah. April 1, 1991. Pagec-77.
60BLM. 1992. Emergency closure order and restriction on the wedge and surrounding area. San Rafael
Resource Area, Price, Utah. March 28, 1992.
61United States General Accounting Office. 1993. Federal land management: Status and use of wilderness
study areas. Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests, and Public Lands,
Committee on Natural Resources, House of Representatives. Washington, D.C. September 1993. Page
101 .

62Ibid., pages 86-87,99.
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prepared. However funding and commitment for getting these done are minimal. This is
the case with Pictographs ACEC.

Summary of findings
Very little has been accomplished toward protecting the Pictographs ACEC since its
designation two years ago.

This finding is based on discussion with M iller and

observations made at the sites, and is summarized below.

Rochester Creek. Unrestricted vehicle use and camping at the road end has degraded
the area, although this does not affect the rock art directly. Foot traffic off the trail has
scarred the hillside in the area of the panel. No information is provided regarding the
ACEC or use restrictions of the area, such as campfire restrictions. Livestock and OHVs
cannot access the area of the panel. No recent vandalism is apparent, and very little litter is
in the area of the panel.

Black Dragon. OHV use in the wash degrades the setting of the panel and increases the
likelihood of vandalism. Litter and campfire scars are present in the area. Livestock
apparently do not use the canyon, although there is no barrier to them. No information is
provided regarding the ACEC or restrictions on use of the area. No recent vandalism is
apparent.

Lone Warrior. Vehicle use has created a substantial road near the panel, and impacts
appear to be increasing as vehicles seek to avoid deep ruts or turn around. Campfires and
litter are present in the area, but no recent vandalism is apparent. Trees and branches have
been cut for firewood. No information is provided regarding the ACEC or restrictions on
use of the area. Livestock are using the area and their wastes are present in the immediate
vicinity of the panel.
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Head of Sinbad. A fence has been constructed to prevent vehicle and livestock access
within approximately 200 feet of the panel. Significant livestock, vehicle, and camping
impacts are present within the fence, but appear to be diminishing. Campers have cut trees
and branches in the area for firewood, and campfire scars are present directly below the
panel. No recent vandalism is apparent. No information is provided regarding the ACEC
or restrictions on use of the area.
The following table illustrates the measures adopted when designating the ACEC
and their implementation.
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Table 5.1
Special management conditions for Pictographs ACEC
A c tiv it y

D ate
proposed

Date
Im plem ented

Protect and interpret for
public use

1991

Not done

Construct interpretive
displays
Improve access

1991

Not done

1991

Not done

Define extent of sites

1991

Partial 1992

Apply ORV limitation

1991

Not done

Close to mineral leasing

1991

1991

Exclude from land
treatments except
watershed projects to
protect cultural resources
Closed to disposal of
mineral materials
Request withdrawal from
mineral entry

1991

1991

1991

1991

1991

Not done

1991

1991

1991

Partial 1993

1991

1991

1991

Not done

Exclude from ROW
grants
Exclude from livestock
grazing
Conditional fire
suppression
Excluded from woodland
product use, including
campfires

C o m m en ts

These are general statements
made in the plan, not specific
management conditions. No
action taken toward their
completion
Same as above
Same as above. May be
detrimental
Rochester Creek site surveyed
1992
SRRA still working on ORV
plan
Became effective upon plan
approval
Became effective upon plan
approval
Became effective upon plan
approval
Requires submitting an
application to Sec. Int. which
has not been done
Became effective upon plan
approval
Only Head of Sinbad has been
fenced
Became effective upon plan
approval
Became effective upon plan
approval, but not in effect on
the ground

Source: BLM 1991. Resource management plan, record of decision and rangeland program summary for the
San Rafael Resource Area. Moab District, Moab, Utah. April 1, 1991. Page 82.

Discussion
The special management conditions have been poorly implemented with the
exception of those that required no further action, such as classifying the area as closed to
mineral leasing. Other similar classifications have not been implemented because they
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require further action. In this case, these include the livestock grazing closure, firewood
gathering closure, and withdrawal from mineral entry. The area cannot be considered
closed to firewood gathering, including that for campfires, because there is no way to
know that such closure is in effect without reading the RMP. There is no information at the
sites posting any such restrictions. Similarly the area cannot be considered closed to
livestock since there is nothing to prevent such grazing, except at Head of Sinbad. The
area cannot be considered withdrawn from mineral entry either, since this requires
submitting a petition to the Secretary of Interior and publication in the Federal Register.
The area is merely proposed to be submitted for withdrawal; anyone could still stake claims
in the ACEC. The ACEC is however, closed to mineral leasing. This, as with any plan
decision, could be changed through the amendment process, however.
The BLM does not maintain any record of visitation to the sites. Miller indicated no
significant vandalism had occurred since creation of the ACEC, but the BLM does not
routinely monitor the condition of the sites in any formal way. Law enforcement in the area
is present, but sparse. During my visit to the Lone Warrior site, I encountered BLM
enforcement Ranger Ruben J. Conde Jr. nearby at another ACEC, the Swasey Cabin. He
indicated he visits the area about four times per year.63 No signs or other information are
posted at any of the sites. Miller indicated this was due to a lack of funding and a serious
vandalism problem. Indeed, the Rochester Creek site had a trailhead sign at one point, but
it was soon vandalized and now only the posts remain.
The most troubling aspect of the ACEC provisions are the very general statements
made with no concern for how or when they will be implemented, and the possibility that
"interpretation" is really a euphemism for developing a tourist attraction. The provisions
include statements that the ACEC will “be protected and interpreted for public use;”
“interpretive displays and improved access will be constructed;” “testing or sampling

63Conde, R J. Jr. 1993. BLM Enforcement Ranger. Informal discussion with author at Swasey Cabin,
San Rafael Resource Area, October 25,1993.
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excavations will be made to define the extent of the sites and obtain information needed to
interpret them.”64 It is unlikely that plan readers, even with a close reading, will interpret
these statements as meaning what Miller explained to me: the sites cannot be interpreted
until more is known about them; they must be excavated to obtain more information about
the sites; they cannot be excavated until funding is obtained; funding cannot be obtained
because it is not in the plan; therefore nothing has been done yet. The net result is that a
site cannot be interpreted even though the plan clearly calls for interpretation. The one
exception, Rochester Creek, is also instructive. The site was investigated in 1992 because
Emery County proposed improving the road to the site, obtaining legal access, and
constructing a picnic area near the site, all to increase the attractiveness of the site to
tourists. To the BLM’s credit, they required that the site be researched before allowing the
development, and were able to get the county to share some of the costs of the research.
However, had the county not lost interest in the project, the site may ultimately have been
degraded by a dramatic increase in visitor use. There was no guarantee of funding for any
protective measures or interpretive signing. The picnic site remains a possibility.
I contacted Steve Allen, an authority on the San Rafael Swell, regarding
Pictographs ACEC. While Allen had no specific comments on the management of
Pictographs ACEC, he said, “The BLM has been especially careful during [OHV]
meeting[s] to note which areas are ACECs.”65 Allen also commended the BLM for their
responsiveness and sensitivity to environmental problems.

Conclusion
The Pictographs ACEC has received very limited management attention since their
designations an ACEC.

No new damage has apparently occurred to the four sites,

although several are being indirectly degraded by poor camping practices in their vicinity.

64BLM. 1991. Resource management plan, record of decision and rangeland program summary for the San
Rafael Resource Area. Moab District, Moab, Utah. April 1, 1991. Page 82.
6^Allen, S. 1993. Letter to the author. Undated, approximately September 15.
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In the case of the Head of Sinbad site, this was addressed through the installation of a pole
fence to keep vehicles and cattle back from the pictograph. Many of the actions identified
in the RMP have yet to be carried out, however.

Recommendations

Define a parking area and close the vehicle way at the edge of the
juniper grove at the Rochester Creek site.
The trailhead is impacted by undefined vehicle turnaround and parking areas.

An

unnecessary dead-end way enters the juniper grove, which is suitable for dispersed
camping. Juniper logs staked in place or some other non-obtrusive method would be
suitable to delineate the parking area and road terminus.

Supply interpretive information at the trailhead.

Post information

urging visitors not to touch or otherwise harm the petroglyphs.

Provide

information signs warning of the penalties for defacing rock art.
This information could be provided in the vicinity of the sites rather than directly on the
site. Existing BLM information boards in the area could be used for this purpose. Many
observers think warning signs merely serve as a "dare" to would-be vandals, and thereby
increase the likelihood of damage to the sites. Similarly interpretive information could
increase the popularity of certain sites, thus drawing more visitors, both careful and
careless. Information should be provided to help people learn about the cultures that
created the art, but not directly on-site, especially in relatively uncontrolled settings such as
the four sites in the Pictographs ACEC.

Providing both interpretive and warning

information remote from the site would make visitors to the area aware of both the history
of the panels and the penalties for defacing them without creating a tourist attraction or a
"dare" situation.

Professional archaeology groups should be contacted for

recommendations on how best to proceed.

Prohibit camping within one-quarter mile of the sites.
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Although the one-quarter mile figure is arbitrary and based on the author’s estimate of
appropriateness for the area, some significant distance needs to be established within which
camping shall be prohibited. Camping in very close proximity to pictographs increases the
chance for vandalism and inadvertent damage to associated possibly undiscovered sites.
Moreover, campers very nearby limit the enjoyment of the site by others and may detract
from the “atmosphere” of the site that is essential to viewing in the context in which it was
created.

Exclude vehicles and cattle from within one-quarter mile of the
sites to retain a “natural” viewing environment.
The same arguments as those made for a camping buffer zone apply here also.

Prohibit campfires within one-quarter mile of the sites.
The same arguments as those made for a camping buffer zone apply here also.

Do not permit an OHV trail in Black Dragon.
Black Dragon Canyon is the proposed route of an OHV trail. This will lead to greatly
increased use and consequently a greater chance for degradation of the site.
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Chapter 6
Red Creek Watershed ACEC

Introduction
The Red Creek Watershed ACEC is located in extreme northeastern Utah and
contains 22,887 acres of land managed by the Diamond Mountain Resource Area (DMRA)
of the Vernal District BLM. The designation was finalized March 7, 1984 in an amendment
to the Brown’s Park Management Framework Plan (MFP). The area was designated to
provide special emphasis on the management of Red Creek , a major tributary to the Green
River. The Red Creek watershed is highly susceptible to erosion due to both geologic
features and land uses. The majority of the watershed is located in Wyoming (70,000
acres) and was designated an ACEC in 1982 by the Rock Springs District BLM.
The Green River emerges from Flaming Gorge Reservoir 12 miles above Red
Creek and flows cold and clear. This section of the Green River supports a “blue ribbon”
trout fishery and receives intensive recreational use. During periods of high flows, Red
Creek carries an extremely high sediment load, estimated at 84, 433 tons per year, and
turns the Green River muddy at their confluence.66 This high sediment load degrades trout
habitat in the Green River and reduces natural reproductive success by silting trout
spawning beds. The stated purpose of the ACEC is to “manage the area to give primary
emphasis to watershed protection and the reduction of sediment contribution to the Green
River by Red Creek.”67
The Red Creek watershed ranges in elevation from 5500 feet to 9500 feet in
elevation and is primarily vegetated with sagebrush and grasses.

Pinyon-juniper

woodlands cover some mountain slopes, and stands of aspen are also scattered throughout

66BLM. 1981. Red Creek Watershed management plan. Vernal District, Vernal, Utah. Page 3. Other
sources list different figures. The EA for the designation gives a figure of 89,123 tons annual average yield.
67BLM. 1984. Decision record/rationale and finding of no significant impact for amendment to Brown’s
Park management framework plan Red Creek Watershed ACEC. EA #UT-080-3-14. Vernal District,
Vernal, Utah. February 21,1984. Cover sheet.
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Figure 6.1
Red Creek ACEC
Location map

1h

Source: BLM 1993. Diamond Mountain Resource Area proposed
management plan. Vernal District, Vernal, Utah. Page 2.128.
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Gully erosion, road on Home Mountain, Red Creek ACEC, October 23, 1993. Road is
open to motor vehicles and receiving use.
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Figure 6.4

Severe “hedging” of shrubs due to grazing, upper Clay Basin Creek, Red Creek ACEC
October 24, 1993.

Red Creek channel. Red Creek ACEC. October 23,1993. Note OHV and livestock tracks
in creekbed, absence of riparian vegetation, and crumbling channel walls.
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the area. Precipitation averages about 14 inches per year.68 Major activities in the Utah
portion of the watershed include livestock grazing, hunting and associated vehicle use,
natural gas development in the Clay Basin field, and recreation (primarily vehicle travel to
access points on the Green River in Brown’s Park).
The Red Creek area was proposed for ACEC designation as early as 1977. At that
time the BLM had not received instructions from the Bureau’s Washington office on how
to designate an area as an ACEC and the proposal was dropped. It was revived in 1982
after such guidance was issued.69 Presently the BLM is preparing an RMP for the DMRA.
The final RMP/EIS was released in the spring of 1993 and is expected to become official
sometime in early 1994. The RMP would continue the designation of the Red Creek
Watershed ACEC, in addition to designating several new ACECs in the DMRA. The BLM
considered dropping the ACEC in the new plan since they felt they had done all they could
to reduce human-induced sedimentation, yet the ACEC has been continued. Jean NitschkeSinclear, Natural Resource Specialist at the DMRA, explained that the planning team ’s
opinion was that they “had achieved the goals of this plan.”70 The team felt, “there was not
much else to do ... for the watershed.” Sinclear acknowledged, however, that these
conclusions were made without any direct evaluation of the achievement of the stated goals
of the ACEC.

Methodology
The Red Creek ACEC was selected in part because it had an applicable management
plan and was located in the Vernal District. I obtained the plan by mail and reviewed it. On
October 2 2 1 met with Jean Nitschke-Sinclear at the Vernal District office in Vernal, Utah to
discuss the status and management of the Red Creek ACEC. After the meeting I drove to

68Ibid., page 9.
69Ibid., letter attached to document.
70Nitschke-Sinclear, J. 1993. Natural resource specialist, Vernal District BLM. Interview with author
October 22, 1993 at Vernal District Office, Vernal, Utah. Tape of interview on file with author.
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the Red Creek area and spent the next two days investigating the area on foot and by car. I
was able to drive the main roads in the Utah portion, hike five miles along Red Creek, visit
several side drainages, and hike up Home Mountain. I took numerous photographs. On
October 28 I sent a follow-up letter to Nitschke-Sinclear with questions that arose while
visiting the area. The reply to this query was received December 18. As with the other
case studies, the intent was to determine the degree of implementation of measures
proposed by the BLM to protect the area, and the success of these measures in achieving
stated goals, in this case watershed protection. I also contacted the State of Utah Division
of Wildlife Resources. The Utah Wilderness Association and the Uintah Mountain Club
both commented on ACECs in the DMRA draft RMP, but did not respond to my written
queries regarding Red Creek ACEC.

Review of management documents
The plan amendment designating the ACEC does not contain any information
relevant to managing the area since it adopts a preexisting plan for guiding the management
of the area.

However, several responses to public comments are appended to the

amendment and are interesting. Ralph Heft, DMRA Area manager at that time, responded
to a telephone inquiry from the Atlantic Richfield company about the ACEC’s effect on oil
and gas development by saying, “I explained that it would have little effect on O&G
development other than we would work more closely with companies on their development
plans.”71 Similarly, two ranchers who stopped in the office to inquire about the effect of
the ACEC on their livestock operation were told “there would be none.”72

71BLM. 1984. Decision record/rationale and finding of no significant impact for amendment to Brown’s
Park management framework plan Red Creek Watershed ACEC. EA #UT-080-3-14. Vernal District,
Vernal, Utah. February 21,1984. Attached confirmation/report of telephone conversation.
72Ibid. Attached confirmation/report of telephone conversation.
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A watershed management plan was prepared for the area two years before it was
designated and was adopted as the ACEC plan when the area was designated.73 The plan
provides a good overview of the watershed and statement of problem. Three goals of the
plan are explicitly identified: 1) “Identify measures which, if implemented, will reduce the
amount of sediment currently being delivered to the Green River as a result of sheet and rill
erosion, gullying and channel erosion...;” 2) “To reduce gully and channel erosion where
roads and water tables are threatened.”; 3) “Increase vegetative production in the Red Creek
watershed for wildlife and domestic livestock, thereby decreasing erosion during storms
and spring runoff.”74 Specific quantifiable objectives are also provided to determine
degree of achievement of goals. Examples of these include: “ [Rjeduce the annual sediment
yield of Red Creek from an average of 84,000 tons/year to 60,000 tons/year or less.”;
“Increase vegetative production from 400 pounds/acre to 850 pounds/acre in 20 years.”;
and “Stabilize portions of the Red Creek channel and its major tributaries to increase
riparian vegetation.”75 The plan prescribes six management policies and ten planned
actions to achieve these goals. The degree to which these were implemented is discussed
below.
Overall the plan provides a sound basis for the management of the watershed and
has well defined goals and objectives and measures to attain them. It also provides cost
estimates for the proposed activities.

Summary of findings
Grazing continues to cause significant impacts to the watershed, especially in the
riparian areas, and few measures have been implemented to improve the situation. Offroad vehicle travel is occurring despite designation of the area as limited to existing roads

73BLM. 1982. Red Creek Watershed management plan. Wyoming, Rock Springs District, Salt Wells
Resource Area, Utah, Vernal District, Diamond Mountain Resource Area. 40 pages plus appendixes.
74Ibid., page 22.
75Ibid., page 23.
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and trails. No posting of closed roads or signing of the use limitation exist. The county
road was substantially upgraded. No monitoring of sediment yields has been conducted
nor was a stream gauge installed as specified in the management plan.

Table 6.1
Special management conditions for the Red Creek ACEC
Prescribed action

Date
proposed
1982

Date
implemented
Ongoing

1982

1982

1982

1982

1982

1985

1982

Not done

1982

1982

1982
1982

1983-86
Unknown

1982

Not done

1982

Ongoing

Identify potential sites for
mechanical improvement
of vegetation
Re-establish Red Creek
gauging station
Fence Edith Aspden spring

1982

Not done

1982

Not done

1982

1986

Increase grass composition

1982

Ongoing

Restrict surface use in
certain areas

1982

Ongoing

Limit surface disturbing
activities
Restrict vehicle use to
designated roads and trails
Implement allotment
management plan
Insure proper road
maintenance
Improve range
management
Restrict heavy equipment
operations in winter
Construct sediment traps
Install livestock water
system
Install stream channel
stabilizers
Rehabilitate 35 miles of
roads

Comments

Commonly violated, not
signed as limited
In effect, annual
monitoring, still grazing
problems
Upgrade of county road
Still grazing problems
Only on designated roads
130 check dams
Some have been done,
more are planned
Some roads have been
closed and may be
recovering on their own.
May be ineffective
No sediment data has been
gathered
Area outside fence severely
impacted by livestock
Estimated to be
approximately the same as
in 1982

Source: BLM. 1982. Red Creek Watershed management plan. Wyoming, Rock Springs District, Salt
Wells Resource Area, Utah, Vernal District, Diamond Mountain Resource Area. Pages 23-25.
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Discussion
I made a number of surprising observations while visiting Red Creek ACEC. Edith
Aspden Spring was indeed fenced as noted in the BLM’s Red Creek ACEC status sheet.
However, rather than being a “public water source,” the spring is being piped to the
workers and installations in the Clay Basin gas field. The signs on the fence belong to an
energy company and give their telephone number to call with any problems. Moreover, the
unfenced area of the spring, including a small stock pond, has become a sacrifice area,
utilized extremely heavily by cattle. The fenced area offers a good estimate of the effects of
grazing in the area since it shelters a small ungrazed area.
No indication of any regulation of off-road travel was found in any part of the
ACEC. One broken and down “Carsonite” road closed sign was found along an old track
that still showed signs of occasional use. A “limited to designated roads” sign, badly faded
and barely readable, was found at the head of Clay Basin Creek, just inside the Wyoming
border. No signs indicating which roads were so designated were found. Thus, there is
no effective or enforceable regulation of off-road vehicle travel within the Utah ACEC.
Indeed, I observed a vehicle traveling cross-country in the middle portion of the Clay Basin
Creek area, and also observed numerous OHV tracks within the channel of Red Creek
itself. This apparently violates the policy of limiting vehicle use to existing roads and trails,
already an extremely unrestrictive policy given the maze of roads and ways that thread
throughout the watershed. New OHV regulations proposed in the final DMRA RMP
change this very little: use will be limited to designated roads and trails during December 1
through April 30 and from September 1 to October 3 1.76 This policy is likely to have little
effect since there is no posting of which roads are “designated”: open or closed, so the Red
Creek area will remain a confusing maze of roads and trails. Furthermore, closing the area
only during the “wet” seasons does not prevent damage to vegetation and soils or

76BLM. 1993. Letter to the author from Ron Trogstad, DMRA Area Manager, December 16,1993. Page
2.
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establishment of new ways and trails. Ruts and scars created in the dry season are
vulnerable to erosion when precipitation does occur.
Grazing use appeared heavy in the flat portions of the watershed.

Species

composition appears impoverished, with very few perennial grasses evident. The hills and
ridges appear much better, with very little use evident. The riparian areas are especially
degraded, with no willows or cottonwoods for several miles in the Clay Basin portion of
the creek. No reproduction of these species is evident, however tamarisk is flourishing in
the flood plain. BLM monitoring data confirms this observation: “Numerous cow dung,
cattle are having a definite impact on forage. Willows could possibly establish if cows not
using area heavily. Grass component is in fair to good condition but no cottonwoods or
willows are establishing. Tamarisk is prolific and increasing.”77 Cutbanks up to 25 feet
high appear in places, with active slumping into the channel continuing even during the low
stream flow at the time I visited. The riparian monitoring report for M artin’s Draw, a
tributary to Red Creek in the northwest corner of the ACEC states, “Livestock grazing
appears to be keeping willows from establishing ... Recommend fencing off from
cows.”78 The monitoring sheet lists “approximate serial [sic] stage” as “low to mid” and
“watershed condition” as “fair”. However it also describes “livestock impacts” as “high”.
The BLM also claims “adjustments in their [livestock] use is [sic] made accordingly based
on analysis of the monitoring data.”79 This is a patently false statement; the BLM has
several years of monitoring showing poor range conditions and recently initiated (1990)
riparian monitoring showing poor conditions, yet no action has been taken to remedy this.
Surprisingly, I was unable to find any of the erosion control structures the BLM
built in the early 1980s. The number of structures is estimated at between 130 to 200. All

77BLM. 1990. Range trend plot location data. Red Creek riparian photo pt. Vernal District. August 3,
1990. Unpublished allotment monitoring data. Four pages.
78BLM. 1990. Range trend plot location data. Martin Draw riparian photo pt. Vernal District. August 3,
1990. Unpublished allotment monitoring data.
79BLM. Undated. Status sheet on the Red Creek Watershed ACEC. Vernal District, Vernal, Utah. One
page.
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were installed to control head cutting and gully erosion.80 After walking several miles of
the creek itself and numerous side drainages I was unable to find any such structures.
Subsequently the BLM provided information showing the location of all of the structures as
in the northern edge of the ACEC. None are located in Red Creek or its primary
tributaries. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) officers I spoke with near lower
Red Creek have been working in the area for many years and were unaware of any posting
of designation for vehicle use. Most interesting, they said it is the UDW R’s highest
priority to fence the state land in the Red Creek channel as soon as funding becomes
available. The riparian conditions are very poor and have not improved at all under
cooperative agreement with the BLM, they said.81
Perhaps the most obvious failure by the BLM is the disregard of the plan element
calling for establishment of monitoring measures including a stream gauging station and
erosion stakes that would have enabled assessment of sediment yield and any reduction
they might have been making in it. One is left to wonder whether this is perhaps not on
purpose, so that no one will be able to determine the current sediment yield or compare it to
past yields. Moreover, if the BLM is sincere about reducing sediment loads, one would
think they would like data to document their success. Conversely, if they are not serious
about taking steps to reduce sediment yield, why bother installing monitoring systems
which may show unchanged or even increased sedimentation? This of course sounds like
speculation. Yet consider the recommendation in the watershed plan to re-establish
sediment monitoring and flow gauging equipment. It is a very obvious and important step
in monitoring watershed yield, but has never been completed. A stream gauging station
was activated in 1993 by the Wyoming BLM. The data from the gauge is to be used “as
the basis for evaluating the effectiveness of proposed management goals, objectives, and

80The Status sheet says 130 structures were built, each of about one acre-foot capacity. In interview with
the author, Jean Nitschke-Sinclear said there area approximately 200 “water spreaders” or water cachements.
81Schneidervin, R. 1993. Fisheries biologist, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources. Conversation with the
author, lower Red Creek area, October 23,1993.
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treatment prescriptions developed for the watershed.”82 This gauge is located just inside
the Utah border and will not be of use in determining the effect of actions taken on the Utah
portion of the watershed.

Conclusion
Red Creek ACEC provides an interesting view of the changing BLM. Initially the
watershed received attention in both planning and implementation of watershed stabilization
practices. Eventually these fell by the wayside and little follow-up of their effect was
conducted. Several minor activities were completed but overall watershed condition
appears poor due to the lack of commitment to deal with grazing and OHV use. While it is
true the soils of the watershed are conducive to erosion, human influences are exacerbating
this susceptibility. The area is far below its potential for vegetative recovery, especially its
riparian areas.

Recommendations

Install stream gauging and sediment monitoring equipment.
Without these monitoring devices achievement of plan objectives cannot be determined.

Review existing grazing systems and fence the riparian areas in the
w atershed.
Recent riparian monitoring shows the riparian areas to be in unacceptable condition.
Grazing appears to be degrading the area and preventing riparian recovery. This indicates
the existing grazing system is not working and should be reviewed and revised. Removing
cattle from the area completely for several years may be the most effective way to achieve
the goals of the ACEC. While much sediment originates in Wyoming, healthy riparian

82BLM. 1993. Letter to the author from Ron Trogstad, DMRA Area Manager, December 16,1993. Page
2.
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areas in Utah present the last chance to capture this sediment before reaching the Green
River.

Designate the A C EC as closed to off-road vehicles.
Most of the watershed is comprised of sensitive, highly erodable soils. A complete closure
to OHV use is most easily implemented and enforced, and provides the most protection
against erosion.

Revise the A CEC management plan to reflect the present conditions.
The current plan emphasizes structural remedies to erosion problems. These are likely to
be both ineffective and unaffordable. The plan should stress stringent use conditions
designed to improve the vegetation of the whole watershed.
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Chapter 7
South Caineville Mesa ACEC

Introduction
South Caineville Mesa is located in central Utah twenty miles west of the town of
Hanksville. The mesa covers 4100 acres and rises 1400 feet from the desert badlands at its
foot. The mesa is nearly flat on top, and is surrounded by a rim of sandstone, which forms
a vertical buttress 100 feet high ringing the mesa. This wall historically has protected the
mesa from most uses except light grazing, and the vegetation on top closely resembles
pristine desert grasslands. The mesa is thought to never have been intensively grazed by
domestic stock, and has not been grazed at all since 1950, except for one brief incident.
The ACEC, which covers the entire mesa top ending at the rimrock, was designated in
1982 to protect this valuable relict grassland and preserve it as a baseline sample of
undisturbed desert vegetation.83 South Caineville Mesa ACEC and two other ACECs in
the Richfield District were designated May 26,1982 and are the oldest ACECs in Utah.84
The mesa top is accessible from the north by a constructed trail. The BLM is
unsure of the history of the trail, but it appears to have been constructed in two phases, a
hand constructed trail with stone retaining walls in places, and later a bulldozed grade that
destroyed portions of the old walls. The trail appears to warrant study for historical value
and is thought to be at least fifty years old.85 The steep, narrow trail and unstable soils
prohibit off-highway vehicle (OHV) access to the top of the mesa. I did observe OHV
tracks part-way up the trail. The old and fading tracks end several hundred feet from the

83Some maps, such as those shown in the wilderness study reports (cited below) of South Caineville Mesa
ACEC show the ACEC boundary at the base of the mesa, while others (such as one provided to the author
by the HMRA staff) show the boundary at the edge of the rimrock. The map included in the designating
document is not of sufficient scale to discern the difference.
84BLM. 1982. Multiple use management decisions. Henry Mountain planning area. Richfield district,
Richfield, Utah. May 1982. Page 22.
85Adams, Stan. 1993. Richfield District Supervisory Environmental Specialist. Interview with author
November 4, 1993 at the BLM Richfield District Office, Richfield Utah. Tape of interview in file with
author.
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Figure 7.1
South Caineville Mesa ACEC
Location map

Source: BLM 1982. Multiple use management decisions Henry
Mountain Planning Area. Richfield District, Richfield, Utah.
May 1982. Page 21.
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bottom of the trail near a badly eroded section of trail. This is the only known access to the
mesa top. There is a stone cabin on the mesa top near the southeastern rim which also
appears to warrant study for historic preservation. The cabin was constructed around 1920
and used periodically by ranchers.86 A BLM-constructed visitor register is located at the
top of the mesa near the trail, but it appears to have fallen into disuse. At present there is
no legal access to the mesa across the private lands along the highway and the BLM
suggests contacting the landowner before crossing.

Stan Adams, Richfield District

Supervisory Environmental Specialist, indicated the BLM is working on establishing an
easement to provide legal access to the BLM land beyond the private land. Adams said the
landowners have not been very cooperative.
South Caineville Mesa is located within the Mt.Ellen-Blue Hills Wilderness Study
Area (WSA).87 The WSA contains 81,726 acres of public land. The BLM ’s preferred
alternative for this WSA is the “partial wilderness” alternative, recommending that 65,804
acres in the WSA be designated as wilderness by Congress. South Caineville Mesa is
located near the northern boundary of the WSA and would be included in the wilderness if
designated and form a portion of the northwestern boundary. The BLM does not include
two sections of state land (roughly 400 acres in the ACEC) on the northwestern edge of the
mesa in its wilderness recommendation. About 15,000 acres on the western edge of the
WSA are excluded from the wilderness recommendation due to proposed coal mining and
reservoir construction in that area. These activities would not physically impact the mesa if
they occur.
There appears to be some confusion about the wilderness recommendation. On
page 7 of the 1990 Wilderness EIS, the “partial wilderness” alternative is listed as the
proposed action. However, in Table 1, pages 11-14, the “all wilderness” alternative is

86BLM. 1984. Management plan for the Caineville Mesas: An area of critical environmental concern.
Unfinalized draft plan. Richfield District. Page 2.
87BLM. 1990. Utah BLM statewide wilderness final environmental impact statement. Volume IV Southcentral region. Pages i-34.
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described as the proposed action.88 A later document reaffirms the “partial wilderness”
alternative as the proposed action, and makes brief mention of possible mining in the
excluded portion. The official rationale for dropping the western 15,000 acre tract is that,
“the area not recommended lacks outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation.”89
The Richfield District is in the process of preparing an RMP for the Henry
Mountain Resource Area (HMRA), which manages the ACEC, and will be releasing a draft
this spring. Adams said the draft proposes continuing the ACEC designation for South
Caineville Mesa. In any case, it will be at least a year before the RMP is finalized and until
that time the existing ACEC designation remains in effect. The area will also remain
protected as a wilderness study area until Congress can act to resolve the wilderness
question in Utah. It is unclear when, or even if, this will be resolved in the foreseeable
future.
Due to its WSA status, South Caineville Mesa must be managed in accordance with
the interim management policy (IMP) for WSAs.90 The main feature of the policy is that
the BLM must manage WSAs so as “not to impair the suitability of such areas for
preservation as wilderness.”91 This policy is derived directly from FLPMA and is referred
to as the “nonimpairment” mandate. Generally no new development is permitted in WSAs
and existing development must operate in the “same manner and degree” as existed upon
passage of FLPMA in 1976. The IMP, more than any other factor, has determined the type
of management South Caineville Mesa has received. This is discussed further below.

88Ibid.
89BLM. 1991. Utah statewide wilderness study report. Volume IIB-Summary analysis of study area
recommendations. Utah State office, Salt lake City. October 1991. Page 455.
90BLM. 1987. Interim management policy and guidelines for lands under wilderness review. BLM Manual
update document H-8550-1. November 10,1987. Washington, D.C. office. 69 pages.
91 Ibid., page 3.
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Methodology
As with the other ACECs, I obtained summary information about the area before
including it among the five case studies. South Caineville Mesa was selected primarily
because it is one of the oldest ACECs in Utah, it is one of the several in the Richfield
District, is of moderate size, and was designated to protect biologic values. I visited the
area for approximately eight hours on November 3, 1993, hiking up the trail on the north
side, across the Mesa to the cabin, along the rim on the south, then back across to the trail
and down. On November 4 I met with Stan Adams at the Richfield District Office in
Richfield, Utah, to discuss the management and status of the South Caineville Mesa
ACEC.

Review of management documents
The area was designated in May 1982.92 The following statement comprises the
entire text of the decision: “BLM is committed to protecting special resource values on
public land. ACEC designation will alert land managers and public land users to these
special values, while allowing compatible resource use to occur. The areas will continue to
be managed under the concept of multiple use.”93 This statement contains no management
direction whatsoever and appears to contradict the ACEC concept of special management
attention. It also violates Bureau policy that ACEC designations will, at a minimum,
contain special terms and conditions for use and mitigation measures. While BLM policy
has changed over time, ACEC regulations were in effect in 1982. These regulations
required preparation of “technically feasible protection objectives and recommend special
management requirements.”94 South Caineville Mesa failed to meet this policy and does
not meet existing policy requirements.

92BLM. 1982. Multiple use management decisions. Henry Mountain Planning area. Richfield District.
Richfield, Utah. May 1982.
93 Ibid., page 22.
94BLM. 1980. Areas of critical environmental concern; policy and procedure guidelines. 45 Federal
Register 168. Page 57326.
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Adams said a plan was being prepared for the area but was dropped before
completion. Adams was unable to provide a copy of the draft plan, but it was obtained
through other sources. The plan provides background information on the characteristics
and importance of the mesa as a relict vegetation site. It also proposed several management
measures to protect the natural communities on the mesa.95

Summary of findings
South Caineville Mesa has not received “special management attention” in its 11
years as an ACEC. It remains in good condition however, due to its fortunate geography.
Several failures on the part of the BLM are conspicuous. Grazing was allowed briefly on
the Mesa after its designation despite the recognition of the value of the relict grassland
present. No management plan or guidance whatsoever was ever finalized for South
Caineville Mesa. The BLM has also failed to study and protect likely historic features of
the Mesa, such as the stock trail and sheepherder cabin.

Discussion
The South Caineville Mesa ACEC has been designated for more than 10 years, yet
very little has been done to protect it. Despite this failure of the BLM, fortunate geography
and its status as a WSA have prevented any serious degradation from occurring. The
rimrock surrounding the Mesa has prevented any significant activities from taking place.
There is no management plan for the area and no prescription was provided for
management of the ACEC when it was designated, contrary to BLM policy requiring that
management provisions be delineated in the designating document.
In 1982, the year the area was designated, a permittee drove 27 head up onto the
mesa where they grazed for two months, purportedly to demonstrate to the BLM the

95BLM. 1984. Management plan for the Caineville Mesas: An area of critical environmental concern.
Unfinalized draft plan. Richfield District. Page 7.
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feasibility of grazing the mesa top. No livestock have grazed there since then. Until this
incident no livestock had grazed the mesa since 1950.96 This action was legal since the
mesa is included in the Blue Hills Allotment and the BLM had not taken action to close the
mesa to grazing, despite being recognized as a relict plant community. One of the elements
of the uncompleted plan was to withdraw the area from the Blue Hills grazing allotment.
As a separate action BLM completed formal withdrawal of the Mesa from the allotment in
1986, removing 301 animal unit months (AUMs) from the permittee’s agreement. The
permittee ultimately lost only 96 AUMs since he was voluntarily not using several hundred
in other portions of the allotment.97 This delay is a significant failure on the part of the
BLM since grazing represented one of the few threats to the area, yet they failed for four
years to act to eliminate it. This demonstrates the need to officially prohibit conflicting uses
even when they seem improbable or unfeasible.
According to Adams, the HMRA completed an OHV plan in 1989. The plan
officially closed the Mesa to OH Vs. While it would be nearly impossible to get an OHV up
the trail to the mesa, it is still a good step to close the area. The closure, while not
addressing any serious conflict, does provide the BLM an official position should anyone
propose to open an OHV route to the Mesa. Adams also said their have not been any
developments proposed for the mesa during its tenure as an ACEC, nor are their any
studies ongoing on its vegetation. Further study of the vegetation of the mesa is warranted.
Apparently little is known about the grazing history of South Caineville Mesa. Many of its
juniper trees appear to be severely hedged, or browsed to an even height above the ground.
This indicates severe grazing occurred in the past.
The informal visitor register indicated several of the visitors used horses to get to
the top of the mesa. While not a serious grazing threat, the horses pose a potential threat

96The Utah Wilderness Coalition. 1990. Wilderness at the edge. A citizen proposal to protect Utah’s
canyons and deserts. Salt Lake City, Utah. Page 203.
97Patterson, G. 1986. Area manager, Henry Mountains resource area. Letter to Blue Bench allotment
permittees, November 13, 1986. Letter on file at Richfield District office.
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due to the introduction of exotic seed sources. Horses and other domestic stock should be
prohibited on the mesa top in order to maintain the relic vegetation in as near pristine
condition as possible.
South Caineville Mesa is difficult to characterize as an ACEC. It has received little
or no management attention, yet it remains in good condition. This appears to indicate that
it should not be an ACEC, since by definition ACECs require special attention to prevent
irreparable degradation. Indicative of this neglect is a phone call I made while trying to
make an appointment to speak with someone about the ACEC. The receptionist at the
HMRA suggested talking to Gary Hall about the South Caineville Mesa ACEC, since he
was handling ACEC prescriptions in the draft RMP. When I reached Gary Hall, the Acting
Area Manager, he affirmed that South Caineville Mesa was included in the new draft RMP
as a proposed ACEC, but he was completely unaware that it already was designated as
such. Hall then suggested I speak with Stan Adams, the planning team leader, with whom
I later met.

Conclusion
South Caineville Mesa ACEC is another politically safe ACEC.

No serious

conflicts exist and the threats to the area are minimal. The mesa is remote, difficult to
reach, and virtually self-protecting. Especially when considered with the other two ACECs
in the HMRA, the designations look more like an attempt to deflect criticism for not
designating ACECs than a serious effort to address resource conflicts. (Beaver Wash
ACEC is a remote tributary to the Dirty Devil River, southeast of Hanksville. While the
canyon harbors a rare population of beaver, these beaver make the wash virtually
impassable due to the depth of their ponds and the steep canyon walls. The third ACEC,
Gilbert Badlands is located southeast of South Caineville Mesa in the sprawling Mancos
Shale badlands. The area is difficult to reach and even finding its location is difficult in the
maze of washes and hills.)
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Recommendations

Reevaluate the ACEC designation during RMP development.
The area may not need to be an ACEC since it is protected as a WSA and will likely become
wilderness at some point in the future. Grazing has been officially ended on the mesa and
other threats are very remote. The area does not appear to require special management
attention.

Develop meaningful plans for the other ACECs in the Henry
Mountains Resource Area.
Management provisions for ACEC must be developed both by definition and BLM policy.
Circumstance cannot be relied on to supply the needed protection.

Reevaluate other ACECs in the planning area to determine whether
they meet the BLM criteria for ACECs.
Designating areas that are not qualified and do not need special management is contrary to
BLM policy. Designation of inappropriate areas may divert attention from areas that
genuinely need extra efforts to resolve conflicts.

Develop regulations for recreational use of South Caineville Mesa
including a prohibition on the use of horses and other packstock, and
prohibition of campfires.
Domestic stock, in addition to grazing the native vegetation, threaten undisturbed plant
communities by introducing the seeds of exotic species. Similarly, campfires should be
prohibited due to their use of scarce wood and potential to escape and alter the natural
conditions on the mesa.
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Evaluate the stock trail and cabin on the mesa for possible listing on
the National Register of Historic Places.
The stock trail and cabin are both thought to be at least fifty years old and therefore qualify
as historic. The cabin’s position on an incomparably lonely and windswept mesa makes it
an incredible testimony to the industriousness of an earlier generation.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion

Congress established the ACEC designation as a method to give special
management attention to areas on public lands where important, fragile resources are
located. BLM policy recognizes this mandate and requires the designation of ACECs and
careful and attentive management of them once designated. ACECs constitute a promise to
the public that these areas, ostensibly the most important and sensitive among the public
lands, will be managed with great care and respect. The BLM’s final guidelines on ACECs
reiterate this point: “An ACEC Designation Constitutes a Management Commitment.”98
ACECs could be showcases of exemplary public lands stewardship. Unfortunately, this is
not the case with the five areas studied in this report. These five diverse areas are managed
about the same way as much of the BLM lands in the west: they receive some planning,
some monitoring, and some enforcement.

However, these measures are too often

inconsistently designed and inconsistently applied.
Congress conceived of ACECs as a framework within which to resolve conflicts,
and clearly did not want another preservation designation such as wilderness, nor a label,
such as Outstanding Natural Area, which merely recognizes the value of an area.
Congress, trusting agency expertise and recognizing the vastness and diversity of BLM
lands, created ACECs as an open and flexible policy.

Congress did not attempt to

prescribe any particular actions for these areas, but acknowledged there are many places on
BLM lands where something must be done to prevent loss of significant natural resource
values. Exactly what this something should be was left entirely up to the BLM. The
ACEC provision of FLPMA is a call for action and an assertion that management can
improve the public lands.

Unfortunately, the lack of specific standards and clear

98BLM. 1980. Areas of critical environmental concern; policy and procedure guidelines. 45 FR 57318.
August 20, 1980. Page 57322.
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enforceable language in FLPMA establishing ACECs resulted in the development of an
inconsistent and unclear policy by the BLM.
The lack of specific requirements in FLPMA does not leave the public totally
powerless. Congress clearly intended that management actions are needed in ACECs (by
definition) to prevent harm. Therefore, if nothing has been done to protect an ACEC and
harm results, the BLM is in violation of FLPMA.

Designation of an ACEC is a

commitment by the BLM to abate or prevent degradation. If degradation occurs or is
allowed to continue, the BLM is in violation of FLPMA. This is the intent of the language
Congress chose to prevent degradation, not merely to provide recognition. This point has
not yet been tested in court, and perhaps the courts will interpret FLPMA differently. If so,
ACECs will be a weak designation indeed. There should be no difficulty in finding a test
case, however.
Several areas, such as South Caineville Mesa ACEC and Dark Canyon ACEC are
areas without significant existing conflicts, and, arguably, do not meet the definition of
ACEC in requiring “special management attention”. South Caineville Mesa ACEC was
designated to protect relict vegetation communities, yet the BLM allowed grazing there, and
took four years to officially withdraw the ACEC from the allotment. Moreover, no
management direction has been developed for the area in its eleven year tenure as an
ACEC, perhaps because it is unclear what, if anything (beyond ending grazing), needs to
be done.
Others, such as Red Creek ACEC, have very clear conflicts that have not been
adequately addressed. Nine years ago Red Creek ACEC was designated to improve the
watershed, yet no changes have been made to correct the serious overgrazing occurring
there. Years of BLM data clearly show unacceptable damage from livestock grazing, yet
the problem persists. It is now up to conservation activists to study cases such as Red
Creek and bring the BLM to court to test the enforceability of the ACEC mandate.
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Pictographs ACEC provides testimony to the difficulty of preventing problems such
as the vandalism of prehistoric sites. Pictographs is also proposed for withdrawal from
mineral entry. Again, BLM policy requires that “BLM will do everything within its
authority and means to secure the adoption of a measure and its implementation.”99 The
BLM is again in violation of its policy: the withdrawal proposed has not been acted upon
because no one has had time to do the paperwork.
Donner and Bettridge Creeks ACEC emerges as the most positive example of
ACEC management. Some conflicts have been addressed, and a rare trout population
perpetuated. This cannot be attributed exclusively to the ACEC, however. The trout’s
status as a threatened species gives impetus to protection proposals, and nearby private
landowners have been cooperative.
ACECs present a number of risks to those concerned with public lands. There is a
chance that merely designating ACECs diffuses the momentum for larger reform of serious
conflicts such as the ongoing grazing and mining law debates. In areas such as Utah’s San
Rafael Swell, the proliferation of ACECs has deflated the drive for more encompassing
conservation efforts such as a national park designation. We must not ignore ACECs once
designated, since designation alone usually changes very little. We cannot move on to the
next brush fire in the hope that the ACECs will now take care of themselves. Nor can we
freely accept BLM public relations information touting the sheer number of ACECs as a
sign of the progress in stewardship. We must, as concerned citizens, dispute BLM claims
of effective ACEC management until proven otherwise and not allow ACEC designation to
distract us from more sweeping and time-tested conservation strategies such as establishing
parks and wildernesses.
The designation of ACECs requires commitment from the agency to manage these
areas responsibly; designation also requires ongoing commitment from the public to

99BLM. 1980. Areas of critical environmental concern; policy and procedure guidelines. 45 FR 57318.
August 20, 1980. Page 57322.
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monitor the progress of ACEC management, and to demand the resolution of conflicts in
favor of the resource the ACEC was established to protect. BLM policy requires this: “No
action that is inconsistent with the terms of an ACEC designation or that would adversely
impact an ACEC protected resource will be permitted....” 100 The BLM must not only
abide by whatever special requirements they established for the area (often weak or non
existent, as in the case of South Caineville Mesa), they must halt or prevent all inconsistent
activities, whether specified at the time of designation or not. These requirements are
present in BLM policy and congressional mandates, yet have not yet been explored and
utilized by concerned citizens. I believe these are enforceable provisions. Ultimately, the
courts must determine the extent of this enforceability and to clarify and interpret the ACEC
mandate.
A non-wilderness designation can complement the important but limited role of
wilderness in protecting many values on public lands. Many features occur in already
developed areas that also deserve protection. While mere designation of an ACEC does not
change conditions on-the-ground, recognition of outstanding qualities outside of
wilderness is of value to conservationists. Recognition strengthens the arguments for
improvements in management. Not so long ago, few people would acknowledge the value
of the BLM lands (beyond the extractable resources contained therein.) Again, this
recognition must be embraced cautiously, since it does not relieve the burden of managing
ACECs or the remainder of the BLM lands responsibly, especially considering that most
ACECs are far too small to conserve species or ecosystems.
Designation also requires the establishment of at least basic protective measures.
These provisions, even if weak, are binding, and are changeable only through amendment
of the RMP. Moreover, a provision may later form the basis for the defense of an area
from exploitation. Recently, conservation organizations won a lawsuit based on one of
these seemingly innocuous provisions, and halted the development of a scenic area in

100Ibid.
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This indicates the potential for ACECs to become a tool for

conservationists to use to achieve responsible management of the public lands. While they
lack the binding force and overarching authority of statutes such as the Endangered Species
Act, ACECs can apply to many issues not pertinent to the ESA, such as cultural and
historic sites, primitive recreation, and even scenery. Rather than ignoring ACECs due to
the general language of FLPMA, environmentalists should push to have this language
clarified and interpreted to work toward responsible stewardship, which I believe is what
Congress intended. FLPMA requires more than recognition of ACECs; a continuing
commitment to protect the resources therein is also required. Failure to provide this
continuing protection is a violation of FLPMA.
Finally, ACECs may aid in garnering additional funding. Although I did not find
this to be true in the five case studies, the funding system could be changed to recognize the
importance of ACECs and the priority Congress called for them to receive. A point raised
by several BLM employees is that Congress has given the BLM many priorities, and it is
unclear where ACECs fit in this list. Planning is a priority, riparian areas another, range
reform another, and the list goes on. This confusion on the part of Congress does not
absolve the BLM of responsibility. They should request further study of this issue and a
clarification of their ACEC responsibilities. Moreover, the BLM should establish a
separate ACEC program (distinct from their wildlife or cultural resources programs, for
example), to provide it autonomy in the labyrinthine budget process, thereby transferring
accountability to Congress for inadequate funding for ACEC projects. If Congress wants
ACECs to be a priority, the BLM should design their management program so that ACEC

101The National Parks and Conservation Association and several other petitioners won a suit against the
Federal Aviation Administration and the Bureau of Land Management on July 7,1993. At issue was the
transfer of lands managed by the BLM to San Juan County Utah for the purpose of building an airport.
These lands are within the Scenic Highway Corridor ACEC, and were expressly identified for retention in
BLM management. The court found that the BLM action violated the approved RMP, and thus found in
favor of the petitioners. In a separate, earlier action, NPCA protested the San Juan Resource Management
Plan on the basis of ACEC designations. The Interior Board of Land Appeals rejected NPCA's claims that
the BLM failed to designate qualified areas and failed to prescribe adequate management provisions for the
ACECs being designated. Contact the NPCA Salt Lake City office for details.
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projects can be readily identified in budget requests. Congress can then more effectively
demonstrate the degree of priority it expects the BLM to place on ACEC management.
Thus the question emerges: are ACECs worth having, given these management
problems? This question, I believe, can be answered affirmatively with several caveats.
ACECs can become a useful conservation designation if substantial reforms are made to the
program , including designing criteria for consistent designation and management,
establishing minimum management requirements, and developing enforceable regulations
governing the management of ACECs. Without these changes ACECs will be a distraction
from more important efforts at conservation.
We have come a long way since the passage of FLPMA in 1976. There are now
580 ACECs nationwide, itself an important recognition of the immense values of the “lands
nobody wanted.” But this recognition is not enough: neglect, vandalism, exploitation, and
carelessness all take tolls on the biologic, scenic, and cultural richness of the BLM lands.
The public must demand that ACECs and all public land be managed responsibly to protect
these values for generations to come.
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Chapter 9
Recommendations

Recommendations to the BLM
Create a new management program for ACECs.
ACECs are presently orphans shuttled to whichever program seems most appropriate.
They should, if they are to be a priority, be a program unto themselves. If this were
implemented, ACEC funds would become separate from the budget of other programs and
thus more traceable and accountable. Specialists from the most appropriate disciplines
would assume responsibility for each area as part of their regular duties, and their time
would be paid for by the ACEC program. This would also provide Congress with the
option to fulfill its own goal of making ACECs a priority. As it stands now, it is difficult
to determine which funds, if any, are being used for ACEC management. The best way to
rectify this is to fund ACECs as a separate program. Then if Congress provides an
inadequate budget, Congress, not the BLM, would be responsible for ignoring the
requirement of FLPMA to give priority to ACECs.

Issue a policy statement clarifying the role of ACECs and their
position as the BLM’s preeminent example of responsible stewardship.
ACECs could become an example of case-by-case solutions to resource conflicts. BLM
should issue a statement emphasizing the authority available to managers to use ACECs to
protect threatened resources. Rather than avoiding their ACEC responsibility, BLM should
embrace the opportunity and flexibility to manage these most important areas responsibly.

Clarify the role of ACECs as a component in a system of natural
areas.
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ACECs could play a valuable role in preserving biodiversity. Presently some ACECs are
designated to protect examples of natural ecological systems but there appears to be no
coordination of the designation of ACECs or consideration of their contribution to a system
of representative biologic areas; they are considered on individual merit alone. However,
the discretion allowed in ACEC management may be helpful in managing certain threatened
or endangered species outside the wilderness setting. Cooperation with groups such as the
Nature Conservancy could increase the effectiveness of ACECs.

Conduct a Bureau-wide review of the ACEC program emphasizing
implementation in designated ACECs.
Strive for consistent application of the designation and priority to management of
designated areas. The Bureau appears to be falling far short of the requirements of FLPMA
and should determine where it is failing and where it is succeeding to meet these
requirements.

Improve the annual updates of ACEC implementation and status.
The present status sheet does nothing more than identify the existence of ACECs.
Designation is no longer the primary issue. Management of designated ACECs is the
primary responsibility. The status sheet provides no way to determine anything about
ACEC management and is nothing more than a list of acreages covered, despite BLM
manual requirements that it include more information. At the very least it should indicate
proposed projects for the next year, funding required and requested, include the status of
management plans if any, and describe any problems needing to be addressed.

The BLM should encourage public involvement in the management of
ACECs.
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Information about ACECs should be readily available to the public. The public should be
involved through volunteer projects or informational tours. Information is presently
difficult to obtain and extremely limited. ACECs could become a point of pride in the BLM
if truly given the attention called for by Congress.

Fund and staff a district-level ACEC coordinator position.
More oversight of ACEC management is needed. They are forgotten once designated.
Again, as the Bureau’s primary protective designation, ACECs deserve more supervision.

Provide as much detail as possible at the RMP level in special
management prescriptions.
Lack of detail in RMP prescriptions often translates into years of delays in on-the-ground
implementation and leads to violation of the “priority” requirement.

Recommendations to conservation activists
Advocate a GAO review of the ACEC program to ascertain its
effectiveness and in particular the implem entation and adequacy of
prescribed management measures.
GAO reviews draw attention to an issue and are used by Congress to evaluate the
implementation of laws by the responsible agency. The five ACECs analyzed in this paper
suggest significant failure by the BLM to comply with the mandate in FLPMA to give
priority protection to designated ACECs. The GAO should determine whether this is a
localized situation or a Bureau-wide deficiency.

Work for specific, enforceable plans for each area when designating.
The Bureau must specify minimum management requirements for each area. The more
specific the requirements, the more likely is their completion.
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The public should become aware of ACECs and participate in their
management.
Concerned citizens should make an effort to visit ACECs, familiarize themselves
with any problems or successes, and inform the BLM of their interest. Many ACECs are
little known to the public and thus often ignored by the BLM. Citizens who find problems
should insist on their resolution, or commend the BLM for successes when appropriate.
Field trips to ACECs, newsletter articles, or even an "Adopt an ACEC" program could
help. Only with widespread public scrutiny can responsible stewardship be achieved on
BLM lands.

Test the enforceability of various ACEC requirements through legal
challenges.
The ACEC mandate is potentially enforceable through legal action. I have described
several clear violations of FLPMA and BLM policy in the case studies and the conclusion.
Conservationists should bring a test case to court to determine the utility of the ACEC
designation in achieving conservation goals on public land.

Do not be distracted from larger goals.
ACECs may someday prove to be an important tool to work toward improved site-specific
management but they will not replace broad objectives such as wilderness designation or
range reform. ACECs are not intended to be a large scale reform strategy, nor can they
become such.
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Appendix A
Overview of the BLM planning system

The BLM’s basic planning document is known as the Resource Management Plan
(RMP). Such a document is generally prepared for each Resource Area. A Resource Area
is the smallest management unit in the BLM system. Resource Areas are in turn supervised
by a District Office, State Office, and Washington Office. A Resource Area is somewhat
analogous to a Forest Service Ranger District, although usually it is responsible for a much
larger area. Utah contains 22 million acres of land managed by the BLM. Sixteen
Resource Areas share responsibility for this land.
Preparation of RMPs requires an environmental impact statement (EIS) and
opportunities for public comment. RMPs are “designed to guide and control management
actions relating to increasingly competitive demands for public land, while at the same time
protecting and ensuring their long-term productivity.”102 Decisions typically made in the
RMP include off-road vehicle designations, utility corridors, special designations
(including ACECs), and mineral classifications.
More specific activities usually require a separate level of planning and analysis.
This is general accomplished through an activity plan and environmental assessment. An
activity plan is prepared for a specific operation or small unit of land. Typical projects
requiring activity plans include recreation management areas, wildlife management
activities, ACECs, and small development plans. Livestock related planning is conducted
through the Allotment Management Plan process.
Planning in the BLM has assumed an ongoing character.

FLPMA (1976)

established a uniform planning process to which the BLM has since been trying to
conform. In Utah, the BLM has completed RMPs for seven Resource Areas, with plans in

102BLM. 1992. Managing the nation’s public lands, fiscal year 1991. Washington Office, Washington,
D.C. Page 35.
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progress for five more. Until these are completed, older plans know as management
framework plans (MFP) are still used. However, Grand Resource Area, which completed
an RMP in 1983, is now initiating a revision of that plan. Several BLM employees
contacted for this study indicated that some deficiencies in implementation of RMPs (or
older plans) were due to the amount of time spent on additional planning.
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Appendix B
List of persons contacted

State and federal agencies
Adams, Stan. Supervisory Environmental Specialist, Richfield District, Richfield, Utah.
Conde, R.J. Jr. Enforcement Ranger, San Rafael Resource Area, Price, Utah.
Davidson, Dale. Archaeologist, San Juan Resource Area. Monticello, Utah.
Gardner, James Kirk. Biologist, Bear River Resource Area , Salt Lake City, Utah.
Howard, Steve. Renewable Resources Staff Chief, State Office, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Kitchell, Kate. Area Manager, San Juan Resource Area. Monticello, Utah.
Miller, Blaine. Archaeologist, San Rafael Resource Area, Price, Utah.
Nitschke-Sinclear, Jean, natural Resource Specialist, Diamond mountain Resource Area,
Vernal, Utah.
Pettengill, T.D. Northern Region Fisheries Manager, Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources. Salt lake City, Utah.
Pope, Jordon. Acting Chief, Planning and Environmental Coordination, Washington
Office, Washington, D.C.
Roberts, Holly. State Planning Coordinator, State Office, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Schneidervin, R. Fisheries Biologist, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, Vernal, Utah.
Trogstad, Ron. Area Manager, Diamond Mountain Resource Area, Vernal, Utah.
Turri, Robert. Realty and Minerals Staff Chief, San Juan Resource Area. Monticello,
Utah.

Conservation organizations
Campbell, F.T. (Title unknown) Natural Resource Defense Council, Washington, D.C
Greeno, Rod. Assistant to the Regional Director, The National Parks and Conservation
Association, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Groene, Scott. Staff Attorney, Moab Office, Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance, Moab,
Utah.
Rait, Ken. Issues Coordinator, Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance, Salt lake City, Utah.
Ross, Janet. Director, Four Corners Outdoor School, Monticello, Utah.

Individuals
Allen, S. Guidebook author and expert on the San Rafael Swell, Hanksville, Utah.
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Appendix C
BLM Utah Areas of critical environmental concern
Summary status sheet
(Ju ly

1993)

BLM UTAH
AREAS O F C R IT IC A L E N V IR O N M E N T A L C O NC ERN
(A C E C ’S)
DESIGNATED
D e s i g n a t e d ACEC*.a
D istric t
R e so u rc e A rea
(P la n )

K&Bft

SiStfftgrtff)

S a l t Lake D i s t r i c t
B e ar R i v e r R e s o u r c e A re a (U -025)
( B o x E l d e r RMP)
C e n t r a l P a c i f i c R /R
(4 -1 8 -1 9 8 6 )
D o n n e r/B e ttrid g e
(4-1 8 -1 9 8 6 )

( R a n d o l p h MFP)

B e a r R i v e r R .A .

PUTPOM

(D a te D e s ig n a te d )

C reek

L a k e T ow n C a n y o n

T o ta l

(3)

Pony E x p re s s R e s o u rc e A re a (U -027)
( P o n y E x p r e s s RMP)
B o n n e v ille S a lt F la ts
(1 -1 2 -1 9 9 0 )
H o rsesh o e S p rin g s
(1 -12-1990)
P ony E x p r e s s R .A .

T o ta l

S a l t Lake D i s t r i c t T o t a l

(2)

(5)

250

H isto ric

1 ,1 2 0

S p ecial s ta tu s fis h
(L a h o n ta n c u t t h r o a t
t r o u t ) , a u n ic ip a l
w a te rsh e d , r i p a r i a n

7 <392

M u n ic ip a l w a te rs h e d ,
rip a ria n

8 ,9 6 2

3 0 ,2 0 3

z ia

U n iq u e g e o lo g ic
fe a tu re
U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l w et
la n d s, rip a ria n

3 0 ,9 6 3

3 9 ,9 2 5

1
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D e s i g n a t e d A C E C 'a
D istric t
R e s o u rc e A rea

fD a te

Nama
D e sig n a ta d l

S iz e fa c re sl

V a l u e s ____________

LElani
R ic h fie ld D is tr ic t
H enry M o u n ta in R e s o u r c e A re a (U -059)
( H e n r y M o u n t a i n MFP)
N o r t h C a i n e v i l l e M esa
(5-2 6 -1 9 8 2 )

2 ,0 0 0

U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
c o m m u n ity ( r e l i c
v e g e ta tio n )

4 ,1 0 0

U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
c o m m u n ity ( r e l i c
v e g e ta tio n )

B e a v e r W a sh C a n y o n
(5 -26-1982)

4 ,8 0 0

U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l and
w i l d l i f e co m m u n ity ,
rip a ria n

G i l b e r t B a d la n d s
(8 -9 -1 9 8 7 )

3 . 69Q

U n iq u e g e o l o g ic
fe a tu re

S o u th C a in e v ille
(5-2 6 -1 9 8 2 )

H en ry M o u n ta in R .A .

T o ta l

M esa

(4)

H o u se R a n g e R e s o u r c e A re a (U -056)
( H o u s e R a n g e RMP)
R o c k w ell
(1 0 -2 8 -1 9 8 7 )

1 4 ,5 8 0

9 ,6 3 0

U n iq u e g e o l o g ic
f e a tu r e (sand dunes)

G an d y S a l t M arsh
(2 -2 3 -1 9 9 3 )

2 ,2 7 0

U n iq u e B i o l o g i c a l and
r i p a r i a n , T&E f i s h

G an d y M tn . C a v e s
(10-28-1987)

lsl2Q

U n iq u e g e o l o g ic
fe a tu re

H ouse R a n g e R .A .

T o ta l

(3)

Warm S p r i n g s R e s o u r c e A r e a ( U - 0 5 7 )
(Warm S p r i n g s RMP)
F o s s i l M o u n ta in
(3 -1 -1 9 8 7 )

P a v a n t B u tte
(3 -1 -1 9 8 7 )

1 3 ,0 2 0

1 ,9 2 0

U n iq u e g e o l o g ic
fe a tu re (p re h isto ric
l i f e fo rm s)

2 ,5 0 0

U n iq u e g e o l o g ic
fe a tu re (in a c tiv e
v o lc a n o ), p e re g rin e
fa lc o n e y rie
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D e s i g n a t e d ACEC«s
D istric t
R e s o u r c e A rea

Hamfi
(D a te D e s ig n a te d )

S lz e (a c re s)

V alu e s

(Elan)
R ic h fie ld D is tr ic t
Warm S p r i n g s R e s o u r c e A r e a ( 0 5 7 )
(Warm S r i n g s RMP)
T ab ern acle H ill
(3 -1 -1 9 8 7 )

Wah Wah M o u n t a i n
(3 -1 -1 9 8 7 )

Warm S p r i n g s T o t a l
(4)
R ic h fie ld D is tr ic t T o ta l
(11)

3 ,5 6 7

U n iq u e g e o l o g i c
f e a tu re (unusual
v o lc a n ic fe a tu re s)

£*.970

U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
co m m u n ity
(b ristle c o n e p in e ),
s c e n ic , g e o lo g ic

1 3 ,9 5 7
4 1 ,5 5 7

C edar C ity D i s t r i c t
K anab R e s o u rc e A re a (U -048)
( V e r m i l i o n MFP)
W a te r /I n d ia n Canyon
(9 -3 0 -1 9 8 6 )
Cedar C ity

D is tr ic t T o ta l

(1)

Moab D i s t r i c t
San J u a n R e s o u rc e A re a (U -0 6 9 )
( S a n J u a n RMP)
Shay Canyon
(3-1 9 -1 9 9 1 )

M u n ic ip a l w a te rsh e d ,
U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
co m m u n ity , r i p a r i a n
260

1 ,7 7 0

C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
(a rc h e o lo g ic a l),
rip a ria n

A l k a l i s R id g e
(3-1 9 -1 9 9 1 )

3 5 ,8 9 0

C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
(a rc h e o lo g ic a l)

D ark Canyon
(3 -1 9 -1 9 9 1 )

6 2 ,0 4 0

S cen ic, w ild lif e
(b ig h o rn s h e e p ),
c u ltu ra l/h isto ric
(a rc h e o lo g ic a l),
rip a ria n

In d ia n C reek
(3 -1 9 -1 9 9 1 )

1 3 ,1 0 0

S cen ic

3
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D e s i g n a t e d ACEC*s

D is tr ic t

N am e
(D a te D esig n a te d

S iz e (a c re s)

Values

R e s o u rc e A rea

(Plarti,
M oab D i s t r i c t
San J u a n R e s o u r c e A re a (0 6 9 )
( S a n J u a n RMP)
B u t l e r W ash
(3 -1 9 -1991)
C e d a r M esa
(3 -1 9 -1 9 9 1 )

U -95
S cen ic C o rrid o r
(3-1 9 -1 9 9 1 )

3 0 2 ,3 8 0

8 1 ,8 9 0

H ovenveep
(3 -1 9 -1991)

2,000

L a v e n d e r M esa
(3 -1 9 -1991)

640

B r i d g e r J a c k M esa
(3 -1 9 -1 9 9 1 )
S a n J u a n R . A.

1 3 ,8 7 0

T o ta l

( 10)

M oab
San R a f a e l R e s o u rc e A re a (U -067)
( S a n R a f a e l RMP)
B ig F l a t T ops
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

5 i 2 $ . Q

S cen ic

C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
(arc h e o lo g ic a l) ,
s c e n ic ,rip a ria n
S cen ic

C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
(a rc h e o lo g ic a l),
rip a ria n
U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
( r e l i c v e g e ta tio n )
U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
( r e l i c v e g e ta tio n )

5 1 8 ,8 7 0

2 ,6 4 0

U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
( r e l i c v e g e ta tio n )

Bow knot Bend
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

1 ,8 3 0

U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
( r e li c v e g e ta tio n )

C o p p er G lo b e
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

220

C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
(m in in g )

D ry L a k e A r c h a e o l o g i c a l
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

1 6 ,9 9 0

C u ltu ra l/H is to ric a l
(a rc h a e o lo g ic a l),
u n iq u e g e o lo g ic

1 -70 S c e n ic C o r r id o r
(4 -1 -1991)

5 0 ,6 5 0

S cen ic

M uddy C r e e k
(4 -1 -1991)

2 2 ,5 4 0

S ce n ic,
C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
(m in in g ), r ip a r ia n

4

Ill

D e s i g n a t e d A C E C 's
D istric t

N am e
fD a t# D e s ig n a te d !

S ise U c re g l

V alltfg

Rggoucs.g. Area
fP la n l
M oab D i s t r i c t
San R a f a e l R e s o u r c e A re a (067)
( S a n R a f a e l RMP)
P ic to g ra p h s
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

40

San R a f a e l C anyon
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

3 4 ,4 2 0

S cen ic

San R a f a e l R e e f
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

6 8 ,7 2 0

S c e n ic , u n iq u e
b io lo g ic a l (re lic
v e g e ta tio n )

S i d 's M o u n ta in
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

6 4 ,8 7 0

S cen ic

7 ,1 2 0

S cen ic

S e g e r s H o le
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )
S v ase y C a b in
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )

S an R a f a e l R .A .

C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
(a rc h a e o lo g ic a l)

220

T em p le M o u n ta in
H isto ric D is tr ic t
(4 -1 -1 9 9 1 )
T o ta l
(13)

Moab D i s t r i c t T o t a l

Red C re e k
(3 -7 -1 9 8 4 )
V ernal D i s t r i c t T o ta l

STATE TOTAL DESIGNATED

(2)

(42)

C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
(m in in g )

2 7 2 ,8 4 0

7 9 1 ,7 1 0

(23)

V ernal D i s t r i c t
D iam o n d M o u n t a i n R e s o u r c e A r e a
( B r o w n s P a r k MFP)
G reen R iv e r
(3 -7 -1 9 8 4 )

2,580

C u ltu ra l/H isto ric
( h i s t o r i c ra n c h in g )

(U -084)
1 7 ,3 4 9

S c e n ic , u n iq u e
b i o l o g i c a l (TfcE
fish 6 p la n ts),
rip a ria n

2 2 .8 8 9

U n iq u e g e o l o g ic
(e ro sio n )

4 0 .2 3 8

9 1 3 ,6 9 0

5

112

PROPOSED
P r o p o s e d A C E C 's
D i s t r i c t __________________________ Earns------------------S iaalflg res) ___________ V a l u e s
R e s o u rc e A rea
(P la n )
S a l t Lake D i s t r i c t
Pony E x p re s s R e s o u rc e A re a (U -027)
( P o n y E x p r e s s RMP)
N o r t h S t a n s b u r y M tn .

D eep C re e k M o u n ta in s

S a lt

Lake d i s t r i c t

T o ta l

P ro p o se d

(2)

1 0 ,0 0 0

S c e n ic , u n iq u e
b io lo g ic a l
(v e g e ta tiv e
c o m n u n ity ),
rip a ria n

Z3...2SQ

S c e n ic , u n iq u e
b io lo g ic a l
co m n u n ity
(b o n n e v ille
c u ttro a t tro u t
v e g e ta tiv e
co m m u n ity ),
rip a ria n

3 8 ,2 6 0

R ic h fie ld D is tr ic t
H ouse R ange R e s o u r c e A re a (U -056)
( H o u s e R a n g e RMP)
D eep C re e k M o u n ta in s

3 0 ,7 4 0

H ouse R a n g e R .A .

3 0 ,7 4 0

T o ta l P roposed

W arn S p r i n g s R e s o u r c e A r e a
( W a r n S p r i n g s RMP)
N o tc h P eak

C ry sta l
W a rn S p r i n g s R . A .

(1)

6

S c e n ic , u n iq u e
b io lo g ic a l
c o m m u n ity
(b o n n e v ille
c u ttro a t
tr o u t 6 v e g e ta tiv e
co m m u n ity ),
rip a ria n

(U -057)

Peak

T o ta l P roposed

(2)

9 ,0 0 0

S c e n ic , u n iq u e
g e o lo g ic

m

S c e n ic , u n iq u e
g eo lo g ic

9 ,6 4 0

6
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P r o p o s e d A C E C »s
Name

S iz e (a c re s)

v a lu e s

(P la n )
R ic h fie ld D is tr ic t
H enry M o u n ta in R e s o u r c e A re a (U -059)
( H e n r y M o u n t a i n MFP)
L i t t l e R o c k i e s NNL

3 8 ,7 0 0

R ic h fie ld

7 9 ,0 8 0

D i s t r i c t T o ta l P roposed

(4)

C edar C ity D i s t r i c t
K a n a b R e s o u r c e A r e a ( U - 0 4 8)
( V e r m i l i o n MFP)
No M a n s M e s a RNA

D i x i e R e s o u r c e A r e a ( U - 0 4 5)
( D i x i e D r a f t RMP)
B e a v e r Dam S l o p e

S c e n ic , u n iq u e
g e o lo g ic

1 3 ,0 0 0

U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
( r e l i c v e g e ta tio n )

2 6 ,9 6 0

U n iq u e b i o l o g i c a l
(d e s e rt to rto ise )

2 ,5 9 5

M u n ic ip a l
w a te rsh e d ,
r i p a r i a n , u n iq u e
b io lo g ic a l (d esert
to rto ise )

1 ,4 6 0

R ip a ria n ,
endangered f is h ,
c u ltu ra l/h isto ric
(a rc h e o lo g ic a l)

W arner R i d g e /F o r t P e a r c e

3 ,6 9 0

E n d an g ered p l a n t
sp e c ie s, rip a ria n

Red B l u f f

6 ,0 1 0

S c e n ic , endangered
p la n t sp e c ie s

1 ,7 7 0

R ip a ria n ,
c u ltu ra l/h isto ric
(a rc h e o lo g ic a l),
endangered f is h
sp e c ie s

C ity

C reek

L ow er V i r g i n

S a n ta C la ra

R iv er

Land H i l l

C anaan M o u n ta in

3 1 ,8 7 0

S cen ic

7
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P r o D O s e d A C E C 's
S iz e ( acres}

V a lu e s

R e s o u rc e A rea
(P la n l
C edar C ity D i s t r i c t
D ix ie R e so u rc e A rea
( D i x i e D r a f t RMP)

(U -045)

Red M o u n ta in

L ittle

S a n ta

5 ,4 8 0

Face

C re e k M o u n ta in

C la ra /G u n

Lock

U p p e r B e a v e r D a n W a sh
D ix ie

R .A .

C edar C ity

T o ta l

P ro p o sed

D istric t

T o ta l

1 8 ,4 5 5

C u ltu ra l/H is to ric a l
(a rc h e o lo g ic a l)

1 ,7 9 0

R ip a ria n ,
c u ltu ra l/h isto ric a l
(a rc h e o lo g ic a l)
sp e c ia l sta tu s fish
sp e c ie s

3 0 ,2 6 0

(12)

1 4 3 ,4 4 0

M oab D i s t r i c t
G rand R e s o u rc e A re a (U -068)
( G r a n d RMP)
N e g r o B i l l C a n y o n ONA

1 .3 7 5

M oab D i s t r i c t T o t a l

1, 375

P ro p o se d

(1)

V ernal D i s t r i c t
D iam o n d M o u n t a i n R e s o u r c e A r e a ( U - 0 8 6 )
( D i a m o n d M o u n t a i n D r a f t RMP)
B row ns P a r k co m p lex

L ears

R ip a ria n

1 3 0 ,4 4 0

(11)

P roposed

S cen ic

Canyon

3 6 ,3 0 0

O u tsta n d in g n a tu ra l
area

C u ltu ra l reso u rces,
B i g h o r n s h e e p , T&E
p l a n t s and an im als
r ip a r ia n , sc e n ic

1, 400

R e lic t v e g e ta tio n

M id d le an d L over
G reen R iv e r

7 ,9 0 0

E n d an g ered s p e c ie s ,
S cen ic

A d d itio n

1 ,1 3 1

E ro sio n ,

to

Red C r e e k

W a te rsh e d

6

115

P r o p o s e d A C E C 's
D istric t
Bams
R e so u rc e A rea
(P la n )
V ernal D i s t r i c t
D iam ond M o u n t a i n R e s o u r c e A r e a (U - 0 8 6 )
( D i a m o n d M o u n t a i n D r a f t RMP)
N in e M ile C anyon
P a rie tte

W e tla n d s

Red M o u n t a i n / D r y

V ernal D i s t r i c t T o ta l P ro p o sed

STATE TOTAL PROPOSED

(#25)

S ise fftc rg g l

5 0 ,8 0 0
1 1 ,6 0 0

C u ltu ra l

reso u rces

W e tla n d s, s p e c ia l
s ta tu s sp e c ie s

U n iq u e g e o l o g ic ,
v e g e ta tio n ,
w i l d l i f e , and
h is to ric c u ltu ra l
v a lu e s

F o rk

(6)

V alu e s

1 3 4 ,9 3 1

3 9 7 ,0 8 6
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